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Social Process in Hawaii is an annual cooperative project of
the undergraduate students in sociology and the faculty members
of the sociology department at the University of Hawaii. Its pur-
pose is to make the rich sociological storehouse of the Islands some-
what more readily accessible to the general public.
In some issues of the journal we have attempted to relate local
experience to several of the basic principles of social interaction
and thus to abstract Hawaii's social process from its wider signi-
ficance. In other issues, as in the present one, we have sought
rather to give the reader, both Islander and Mainlander, a sense
of what it means to belong to one or the other of the various
minority groups in Hawaii. Our students, a large proportion of
them reared in immigrant homes and most of them but two or
three generations removed from their Old World ancestral com-
munities, are in a peculiarly advantageous position for admitting
us to the intimacy of the ethnic family circle, for portraying its
homely everyday life, its tensions and crises.
These accounts by students make it possible for outsiders to
enter sympathetically into the primary group life of peoples whom
at first, in their ethnocentric blindness, they may consider im-
penetrably alien.
The articles in this issue will have served their purpose if they
help the reader to come to the insight which Charles Horton
Cooley so ably articulated in his discussion of primary groups and
their influence in the moulding of a universal human nature, "the
nature which is developed and expressed in those simple, face-to-
face groups that are somewhat alike in all societies, groups of the
family, the playground, and the neighborhood. In the essential
similarity of these is to be found the basis in experience, for
similar ideas and sentiments in the human mind."
Most of the articles in this issue are concerned with Hawaii's
Japanese. In them we see persons of the immigrant generation
emerge, not so much as followers of inscrutable and exotic customs,
but as persons with very human sentiments and very human prob-
lems. The role of cultural practices as merely the traditional man-
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ner for meeting very human situations is vividly portrayed: We
see how life in Hawaii and particularly the experiences of the
war are modifying the culture, while the basic human problems
remain unchanged. We are privileged to see these crises and
changes as they occur within the privacy of the family and the
intimacy of the neighborhood. We can appreciate the reality of
Hawaii;s cultural changes as we observe post-war Japan through
the eyes of Americans of Japanese Ancestry, AlA's serving in the
United States army of occupation, to whom the land of their
ancestors is strange and who have to rediscover, by primary con-
tacts, the basic humanity "behind the Japanese mask." We can
accompany the Oriental soldiers back home to Hawaii and note
how their problems of adjustment are like those of veterans' on
the. Mainland. We thus have in panorama a complete cycle of
cultural changes overlaying a variety of universally human sit-
uations. The cultural contrasts and changes are made understand-
able because people everywhere can enter sympathetically into
experiences which are common to humanity.
In addition we present an article on the Puerto Ricans of Ha-
waii. Dr. lee M. Brooks, visiting professor from the University
of North Carolina, tells how, in response to a request from the
University of Puerto Rico, he became interested in the Puerto
Rican groupo He found that these frequently misunderstood and
maligned people could best be approached and understood by re-
ference to their very human response to their situation in Hawaii.
An article on the use of "racial" statistics of Hawaii suggests
that in the increasingly common life of the peoples of Hawaii
their difference of ancestry will evanesce and with them also the
need for racial statistics. The use in the meantime of such sta-
tistics is justified, however, as necessary in the objective analysis
of racial phenomena and in the promotion of assimilation.
We of the editorial staff of Social Process in Hawaii) would
like to express our deepest gratitude to Miss Peggy Kainuma, .Miss
Nancy Nakasone of the Teacher's College Club, Mrs. Katherine
No Lind, Walter lng, Saiji Zak:imi, and many others, who tire-






Campville is a tiny sugar plantation village on one of the out-
side islands. Its inhabitants consist of ten Japanese families and
one Portuguese family. The parents, being in most cases im-
migrants from Japan, speak the Japanese language a:o.d try to
cling to their old customs of Japan. But no matter how much
the parents want to keep their old custom.s, the village customs
are gradually changing. Each year the people are becoming more
and more Americanized. We, the young people of this village,
are responsible for this change. \VJe learn in school the American
way of life and we try to practice it at home. To illustrate the
gradual change that is taking place in this village, I have chosen
the subject, "Changing Marriage Customs of My Neighborhood,"
Eight years ago, I was invited to a Japanese wedding party held
. in my neighborhood. As I look back to the wedding, J. realize that
it was a typical Japanese wedding. In the first place, it wasn't a
love-marriage. It was a marriage arranged by the parents of the
young couple and by the two baikainins or matchmakers. In the
second place, the bride was dressed not in a white wedding gown
but in a beautiful Japanese kimono. Her Japanese style hair-do
was done by a hired hairdresser. As far as I can remember, the
bride didn't receive a wedding ring or an engagement ringo The
wedding party itself was typically Japanese. All the speeches,
except one, were given in Japanese. Liquor was served by several
young girls dressed in bright colored kimonos. The songs that
were sung were practically all Japanese folk songs and popuLj.r
songs.
Now let us look at another wedding that took place two years
later. This was not a love·marriage either. At this wedding, the
bride was dressed in a kimono and had the pompous Japanese
hair-do. There were young girls in kimonos who served liquor
to the guests. The bride had received an engagement ring and at
the wedding she received a wedding ring. Furthermore, the
guests sang more English songs than they had in the other wed~
ding party.
The next wedding that took place in this village happened to
be that of my brother's. This was in 1944. My brother's mar-
"This is a pseudonym used at the request of the writer in order to prevent em·
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. 1 '1 • l' ) tor'chikara WO otoshita." (I have certamly ost nope m A1Jm .._nen
my father said that at least he had his stepson to ~epend.a?, . Bl;t
this did not comfort him much. As he was talkmg of h1s son s
marriage to a haole girl I could. detect his feeling of shar,1e and
regret. . .'
As months passed, these feelings of shame and regr,et d1s-
appeared.. Our neighbors even became eager t~) see thelr, new
daughter-in-law. But it is evident that had there son mar:r1ecl a
. 1 h Id 1 1 h ppl'er Ao ;'1';0 f'(YW the\7Japanese glr , t ey wou :lave oeen. a J " ;'~".,-' :"',~:~~~~ c',_;p~~
have forgiven him, but they are not as proua a:: n~J:'- ,dS f.~~ ·,,~h,
before. Some of the members of the village still thlnj~ t~-!at i; 'was
a disgrace for one of their members to have marneG a uaoIe
girl, but the majority of the people have dec~cled th.at: there was
nothing wrong in his getting married to a haOle. _ '
His two sisters, who are both university students, are pro,u~!.
of their brother and sister-in-law. Probably as tiD?-e ~asses, t~u~,
boy will regain his prestige in our village. Meanwhile) ll'terraCiH
marriages are avoided as much as possible. I am sure that some
parents would still go so far as to disown their son or daughter
upon marrying a Filipino. . "... . C
This reminds me of a Japanese girl who ,maIt1e? a j:'jhpmo
1
· d b ""h . mpd,nt-c,l"T d'~")~vj]pd l~'"laborer who Ive near y. .~ e was 1m . ~. _"-ely .:>~,~ LA. ,J)
her entire family. It is about three years since her lTlarnagc, b.(~~
her family has not forgiven her yet. I doubt YI,hcther she.., ';','LlL
• ~ • 1.1 • ,.
be forgiven in the near future. Our nelg11!Jorho~~,has~1 lon~,
long ways to go before all inter-racial marriages 'VV111 iJe to]er,J'tccL
) " ""1 ,)
In connection with marriages, I have always been puzZ.leCl,wny
the Japanese out-caste or Chorinbos (Etas) are l?o!,;:ed down
upon with such contempt. I have of~en asked my "r:o~ltl:-~':f<..:~v~,]!..,~~c~!
are an outcaste, but she has never giVen me a sallsfacl.?JC/ ,;"LJV;t.A.
Once she told me that they were believed to have come !trom Cr;DJ~:,
and that is why they are considered outcastes. But snre.ly IS
not the answer. All I know is that if I should ever rnarry. a Cho,~
rinbo my family would in all probability disown me. Although.
at p:esent the .feeling. against ~arria?e w~th,~ (:~l~:;r:~(),,_i~
strong, I am qUlte certam that thlS feelmg WIll cllSaplA:cS <;1,) ~,u,
parents pass away"" . c
One belief of the older Japanese members at our vJllage wbJcb
. bl ' h 1 l' ( thn~ orr-'" r' o-H g"'tssimply Isn't reasona _e to me IS t e oe.ler .aL ,_!~.- d ,':'/- "- '"
married, her first duty is to her in-laws. This beiief , brGEgb.t
much unhappiness to a young bride. I believe t~l,tt .th~ best 'way






riage was certainly queer to me. His was not a pure shimpai or
match-made marriage, nor was it a pure love-marriage. It was
a combination of the two. My brother first met his wife through
a baikainin but after that the decision was left up to them whether
or not they wanted to get married. It.was only after six months
that they decided to get married. Thereupon the baikainins ar-
ranged all the details of the marriage with the parents of both
sides. For the wedding ceremony and party, my sister-in-law did
not wear a kimono or dress her hair in the Japanese way. Instead,
she wore a white wedding gown and a veil. And as in an Amer-
ican marriage, the bride and bridegroom each had his attendants.
The bride also received her ring. The participants of the party
were practically all young people who sang Japanese as well as
English songs. For the first time, there were no girls dressed in
kimonos to serve liquor. ,
The last marriage that took .place in this small neighborhood
was that of my sister. Her wedding took place this year. My
sister's was a love-marriage but there were still traces of "shimpai
marriage." The go-betweens didn't come into the picture until
after my sister and my brother-in-law had decided to get married.
After that the go..betweens appeared to settle all marriage mat-
ters between the parents of both sides. I am sure that before long,
even this trace of "shimpai marriage" will disappear, and the
young people will be left to choose their own mates and to settle
~heir own problems.
So far all the marriages that I have cited were marriages not
involving racial problems. However, there was one inter-racial
marriage which became the concern of the neighborhood. This
was a marriage between the son of our neighbor and a haole girl
which took place about a year ago in a Midwestern city. The
bride and bridegroom were both university students. The bride-
groom had been the pride of our village until he married the
haole girl. He was an excellent student as well as a good orator.
While living in Campville, he had been president of his high
school class during the sophomore and junior years. Besides that
he had been the president of several local clubs. As an orator,
he had won many honors. At the mainland university, he was
making A's in almost all of his courses. But the very fact that he
had married a haole girl lowered his prestige. His name was no
longer spoken of with pride. -
I remember the time when his parents first mentioned his mar-




























because you a:'~ the oldest son of a Japanese family doesn'~
tlrat you sho 1--1 ' ~ J" h l. mean
~ ~ U -.l. nave lO .dye ViLt 'Tour p"tPn"s r'orp'TC" A d'.h ~ , ) eo. ~HC L~' --'.. ccor rng
to." t e Japan.ese CUstom, my oldest brother is supposed to Ii
wllh ID'y l'a'--0"1'S Ii rt- ~'1i' '" ." ve
--. H ...J L,"~L_' H.__,U<d~y ne IS not liVing '.vlth them f-T l'
sepa"a~+thl' 'f ' h" .. ~_e 1ves
. J. le y w.}. 1" r::....1S WI. e al1(1 c ud but wJlt~'a the understarding th .,.
he "'.. ,-1 his ,'r ']i' , f . -- ~ ac
i aLk LL VvIre Y1L, 100i.' 9 tet rny p8"P ,-,TS v/he" <·11eV b ldTh'~' .; In d __L. ; __L~~.C • P, ' 1. '-. J eco.m.e 0 .
~ L'1o, IS Cetta.!.} y a r eparJ:1.u·,Q fro"'1 tho "'~"dlt.·or 1J
'" • , ,-- ':, "" L.'. '.L<et[ 1a apanese Custom
,"n~ yet nobody In our neIghborhood crit.icized this action.'
(n t 1c ;s "1'n·, '"1,, ·n··~': '1 J 1 l'_i.... )..o.J:. t -'--'-} iJ a..l~_u_L[lon Vii a (j.'-=' -(-""P n.c.i'f.p· e Id .d
h -- _,. __,. L, .: ... ' __ ----" • 'b,'" uL_ .t:,-u , 0._ an . young, could
?ot ,:rcll~.· LJ..<'L assHD.l1ace f'lIuencan culture. As the old Ja
lrr'r"g"""~c ha J' J . • ' .. panese
..L.1-.\_" R).i.a.t..1Lj L .."'Ie (L1SCOVet'f'C it" 1<; d·;.r.r.;rn] ..... .c '
" . 1. ' .,' . -., .. c , ~ ,H"'_ ..... l ~o.r an Imn11grant to
dElg to ".1.15 country s Cuswms without modifi"a;'rln HTT ~o' h't;,." ,;1/ . 1: r' .' . ... . .Le .-'~,. e,,_ In t IS
•... J \ iL.age OJ. ,~.amp'1111e. one can obce"ve t1-
1
p1 '1 1 .,.".. < ~ many ways m
W lien t Ie people are becOlning more and more Americanized.
-_·coo~.
\"7Er\T')Tl'J" r--'D ~•.
.I\ ..~Lll LI.',1'3 ,~bJ·\.i'l\.fONmS; 1938-1945
Chiyo Gushiken
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day of "bad luck". Thus, the wedding date v,as changed to a day
of "good luck."
For one week before the wedding my cousin and I had to go
to the house or the 0 kusan or teacher to learn the correct vIay of
serving the sake to the family and dose relatives of both sides.
This is known as the art of l'vIikazuke. On the wedding day,
brother went with his parents and aunt and unde (h[tkodol~i)
for his bride. The bride came with her attendants, 2;1l dressed in
montsuki (Japanese wedding costume), and also a truckload of
her belongings. Customarily the bride bri~lgs a sewing machine,
a futon (quilt), and a dresser, besides her persoiJ.JJ things.
The wedding feast \vas held in true Japanese style. The place
was lined with mats and there were strips of paper with characters
decorating the place. The nurnber or plates of each type of food
had symbolical significance as they 'were placed before the guests.
For example, there had to be three plates of each food on each
table because it was a wedding, :For a funeral, however, the mW1-
ber would have been four. Such trifling things as this were strict-
ly followed. A wedding feast p:lade in true Japanese style is a
complicated problem, liS another part of the ceremony the bride
changed her kimono five times in less than four hours during the
course of the feast.
With a few exceptions, the guests were all mernbers of the in-
group, that is, Okinawans. The entertainment was strictly Okina-
wan.
Three days after the wedding cerernony, the girl's family and
relatives came to the boy's home. Special :food was made for them
again. Then a week after the wedding, the boy's fam.ily and re-
latives went to the girl's home. '\V/ith this the Japanese wedding
d ' .--1 1 l' 1 'r 1:. Idceremony en ed, anu Decause S "Ie becHne tne wue 01 the e est
son, both of them lived with our bmily.
On December 22, 1945, another son was married. This occasion
was quite different from that of 1938, The custom of asking
for the girl and presenting the was carried out in the same
manner, but it was done very siniply, and not '.vith all the Japa-
nese pomp that went with the other wedding. The wedding cere-
mony was strictly American. It was a Christian church wedding,
The recepti.on held at home was truly cosmopolitan. Beneath the
shelter made of coconut leaves checked with poinsettias and lilies,
there were benches and tables. (No one was going to squat.)
The atmosphere was filled with Hawaiian music and there were






In 1938 wedding there was no wedding cake, as it had no
:,jgniHcance for the people present, but in 1945 the cake was the
highlight of the feast. The food was cosmopolitan with sushi,
1zis,0iJ?ze, sciShi1'ni, poi, haupia, kaZua, opihi, roast pork, fried
chicken, chop suey, salad, Chinese pork, in other words, J2.panese,
Hawaiian, l1.rnerican and Chinese food. The guests were cosmo-
poIitan, Nakamuras (representing the Naichis or non-
Japanese) were enjoying themselves just as much as
the Oshiros .(representing the Okinawans). Among our guests
'0iere representatives of old American missionary families, and
p(~rsons .Chinese, Filipino, German, Portuguese, Spanish,
JIawaiian, and Polish names.
Teddy, the "Kanaka," played the steel guitar as my icousin sang
and Mrs. Schmidt and my "hapa-haole" cousin danced the hula.
There were English, Japanese, Hawaiian, and Okinawan vocal
solos as well as Okinawan and Naichi dances. All voices blended
rogether as they cheered the entertainers. Deep into the night
th:::; rousing party went on and on yet there were no neighbors
cornpIaining, for all of them were participating.
l'he following day the couples were off to a honeymoon.
contrast between the wedding ceremonies of 1938 and
19'45 shmvs that during the lapse of time something had happened.
In 1938, ',tlC tried to follow' the Japenese custom very strictly.
At this t.ime the in-group feeling of the Japanese people
"vas very stfOJJ,g. There were Japanese schools, Japanese shows,
Japanese clubs, 3.nd various organizations and celebrations which
taught us the Japanese way of living. Church weddings were
confined only to the "haolefied" people. Who would have thought
of serving ,kaZz/a and poi with sttshi and sashimi? That would
have been ridiculous. It would have been the public talk for
vveeJ~s~
"1\10 Iikee Kanab music," or "No likee Kanaka, Filipino, or
Portuguese come to party," would have been the comments if the
guests of 1945 had gone to the wedding of 1938. There had been
about five Naichi guests at the 1938 ceremony. Why?
this time the Naichi and Okinawan peoples were not too
cooperative. The :Naichi people looked down upon us. Ethno-
centrism was very strong. This was the time all groups lived
rather nlOre according to their own parental cultures, not~wishing
to other cultures. I




wedding? It was held in exactly the same place, only 2c different
time. But, why all the change? The 8.nswer is, the wac. "'Xihcn
Pearl Harbor was attacked, we all broke from OUf gtoup:; to work
together against a common enemy. The Okinawan and }\Taichi
people began to cooperate more closely, for we had one impof!:ac,t
thing in common: the other nationalities looked upon us v1::th
suspicion. We tried to prove our loyalty through cooperation in
Red Cross work, canteen and kiawe corps, service bond buying,
etc. Our brothers in the 100th and 442nd heloe·j liS fe'::1 rnore
at ease at home. Gradually we were able to wc7rk together with.
the other nationalities. The thought that our boys were going
into the army together with the Ferreira boys and the Smith boy
brought us more closely together. We all had equaHy interesting
news to discuss when we received letters from the boys.
I remember how one day I was told to report to the Koloa
Court House immediately arrd I hurriedly did so, too. ''I'm Chiyo
Gushiken, I was told to report here," I told the offi.cer at
desk. Just then in came an officer, "So you're Miss Gu.shiken" eh?
emon outside, I have a message to give you. M:y son who was
stationed with your brother has come home and he has told me
to tell your mother that your brother is doing fine." And that was
why I had to report to the Court House IMMEDIATELY.
Whenever there were memorial services in our town, we an
went to honor the soldier regardless of whether he was a. memh::r
of our group. The memorial services and farewell parties
to boys leaving for war united the people of my town.
Yes, the war loo,sened that strong in-group feeling. NO,IT 'we
were willing to accept cultures other than the Japanese. ~'3,very­
thing was changing so fast that by the time brother came back
from Italy, the Japanese style of marriage was held in contempt.












A NOTE ON HUMAN NATURE
Romanzo Adams*
To be human is to live in time. Through memory the past
is a possession. Through imagination we anticipate the future.
The past and the future are organized in the present. Because
there is memory there is history-tradition. The horse does
not write history. The dog does not carry a wrist watch and
could not comprehend what it means to us if he did have one.
Because we anticipate the future we have purpose, we make
plans. A plan is an organization of ways and means for the
achievement of a purpose.
Granted that one has a purpose one cannot help but dis-
cover that some sorts of behavior are contributory to its reali-
zation and that other sorts of ,behavior are obstacles to its reali-
zation-tend to prevent its realization. From the standpoint of
the purpose the one sort is good, the other bad. The purpose
supplies the basis for organizing life. One has. a consistent
life organization when all of one's behavior is organized in the
interest of the achievement. There is the open course for the /
contributory and the closed way for the obstructive. There is
expression' and there is repression. The lower animals may act
from the impulse of the moment, but man must control impulse
in the interest of his purpose.
It is this organization of life that makes possible the peculiar-
ly human sort of interest in life-the interest that utilizes the
past and looks forward to the future. A planned life is an in-
teresting life. The gradual unfolding of the plan, the step by
step progress toward a goal commands our interest.
Who would be interested in a race if there were no con-
ception of a goal?
A man of character is one who has a rather definite tech-
nique for the achievement of his purpose. One knows what to
expect of him. He does not react to a situation in a random
way, but in a more or less predetermined way that is an ex-
pression of his character.' His behavior is predetermined in
"This fragment was found among the papers left by the late Professor Romanzo
Adams. It is obviously incomplete, but it is being included because it serves
to introduce the following two papers, which illustrate the point Adams was
trying to make, that there is a close relationship between a purooseful human
personality and a stable moral order, The fragment is being repr;duced without
revision.
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harmony with his beliefs, ideals, standards, habits and person-
ality. A man of good character is one whose life organization
is consistent.
One's life organization is a social matter-it involves one's
social relationships. One must more or less conform to the
expectations of the people of one's group. There is social con-
trol. One's purpose is social. One's life organization cannot
be consistent unless it is consistent with the existence of similar
life organizations of other people.
If one's life is well organized he sees life whole. For the
lack of a consistent life organization one sees life in a frag-
mentary way-the parts not true parts of a true whole.
A consistent personal life organization is possible only in a
society of a reasonably stable sort. Character is defined against
a stable social background--one in which there are unquestioned
:deals and standards. v{1here society is not thus stable, personal
character cannot be developed. In the absence of a moral order
in which there is confidence, good personal character does not
come into being. Social control is essential to individual self
control.
Where the moral order is undermined the individual does not
have a consistent life organization. Purpose is shifting and unsure.
One lives moment to moment-drifts moment to moment-ir-
resolute, irresponsible-a creature of uncontrolled impulse. There





















REUGION IN OUR FAMILY
Masako Tanaka,y,
. .Religion has for several generations played an important role
In our fami~y, IVIy grandfather and grandmother (my father's
par~nt~) had a!ways been devout Buddhists who spent much of
then tune praymg and attending services in temples and in other
people's homes. Religious faith had a great influence upon Father
fW~:i1 his early. yout~l, and also upon Mother after she got married
ana came to lIve wIth them. And now we in turn are under the
strong infIuence of our parents.
Although my parents do not make a lot of fuss about dances
dates, and ac~uiring a higher education, like many other Japarl'~
e~e parents" they. ~re very 'particu~ar when it comes to religious
cus~oms ana trad1t1ons whICh are Ignored in many homes.
. bvery morning ?e£Ore breakfast, each member of the family
IS expected to pray before the altar. We must also thank God for
the food before and after each meal.
In}h~ rnorni~g, each 'person usually prays individually, since
we all nse at dIfferent times and are not ready for breakfast at
;h? sam: timL However, in the evening the whole family gathers
oerare th~ altar to pray before going to bed. No one is allowed
to go to bed before praying, so usually when a member of the
~affii.ly wishes to go to bed early, he lights the candles, burns some
incense and taps the little gong that is on the altar. No matter
who ring,s the gong, whether it be Father or the baby of the family,
all me.rilbers of the family will quickly assemble in the room,
vvnere our nearly a century old altar is placed.
Then Father sits at the head of the group before the altar and
leads the family in prayers. The prayers are difficult and we
children 100 not ::111derstand. anything we are saying. However,
we have oeen saymg them smce we were very young, even before
we statted for school. Everyone in our family knows them so
well that we can say them without even thinking.
Every morning Mother places newly cooked rice and fresh
flowe~s on~he aIt.ar. AI.so whenever we have anything good to
e~t, lIke .f~Ults and candles, or when we make anything special,
.Ince mocr:!: or cakes, something is always placed on the shrine.
:!e have ber:!J taught since we were very young never to eat any-.
~'This is a. pseud;;>nym u~ed, at the request of the writer, in order to prevent
embarmssment to. persons Involved.
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thing that is given to the family or that is specially made without
first offering some to God. Although pastries, fruits and. candles
are offered, meat, fish, eggs and other flesh of living thi.'Jgs ate
not offered. It is against our religion to do so.
The offering of food to God isn't such a bad idea after an, far
in the evening after the prayers are over, it is taken do"wn from
the altar and divided among the members of the family, "fhcre··
fore the younger children always light the candles and assemble
the family early, so that they can enjoy the nice things,
On Sundays, with other children of the ne.lghbolhood, my
brothers and sisters and I all walk to the Community Sunday
school which is located about a mile away. Every child feels it is
his duty to go to Sunday school, so fortunately, Iny parents do
not have to coax us, as parents of other families c100
In a recent disaster I was able to observe the iroporta:c:t roJe of
re1igio,n in the famil;. On April 1, 1946, my fourteen-year"old
brother Fred was lost in the tidal wave with t'iTventy-fhTC:; other
students and teachers of X school. \'Qhen the disaster occuned,
everyone in the community was upset and there was much dis...
organization in the community. This was the first time tb;tt I
could clearly see the difference between one family which had
great faith in God and others which had very little raith.
At the time of the disaster, families which were Jess rdigkms
and had very little faith in God cried and cried, blamed Joss
upon the waves, the principal of the school, seismologists, and
anybody else whom they could possibly accuse. They .?an:Jned
God for making them lose their sons and daughters while .other
people's children were spared.. Of course my parents felt t:le less
just as keenly and greatly as anyone else. I'm quite sure Fj:ed wrrs
just as dear to them as the other children vvere to t~eir p~j~eflts,
and that the thought must have occurred to them, "'Why cIt'!. our
. 1 b . '"J 1 . 1 r "-,"son have to go when the nelg_'h ors' ch!aren retui'tltXl sa,eJ} t
bl h f
. (. 1"]
However, they did not arne ot ers .or our ffilswrtune,. nor CdO
they curse against God' for taking away a member of om FaroHy,
Instead they prayed very hard and tried to l1'1ake themselves a,:,d
the rest of the family understand that God wanted it V{~ty,
that Brother Fred had only been loaned to us, and ,V85
the day set for his return to God's land. They shed :tnany, nnny
tears but they were not hysterical liI;::e many other pare;-,ts. It was
not because they did not love their child as mucl-:,- as other j'Ylrer.lts,
but because they had such great faith in God. They felt that .Fred










the rest. My parents were much more self-possessed than many
other parents who had lost their children.
~hen I f~rst found out that Fred was missing, I was very much
af::a1d to not1fy ~y parents for fear that my mother might lose her
mmd or somethmg dreadful mi?"ht happen to her from the great
shock. But much to my surpnse I found that my mother and
father acted much more sensibly than many other parents whom
I had se~n. For the first. ti~e I was very grateful that my parents
and fam1ly had great fa1t.h m God, which guided them and gave
them great comfort dunng those dark and grievous moments
when we were most in need of help.
Like .most true Buddhists, we held an elaborate service for
Fre~. Smc~ we could not find his body, we only had his picture
at h1S serVlCe. We .went through all the proper rituals regarding
the dead. Out fanllly and close relatives attended the temple the
following day and on the seventh day we had another service at
our home. On the. ~orty-ninth day, we gave two packages of
coffee to all the fam1ltes who had extended their sympathy during
our bereavement. We also had a service at our home th~t night.
When one yea~ passed by, another service was held for Fred.
After these serVlCes, we always served food, but no meat, fish, Qr
eggs were used. Also, an even number of different kinds of
fooels were pr.e~ared. \Xfe held all of the required services,hoping
to help the Sp1t1t of the dead one to follow the right road to heaven.
Like a majority of the Buddhists, our family has always adhered
very closely to the customs of Bon.1 Every Bon festival we
decorate our family plot with lanterns, flowers, and food. ' We
al~o pour some water on the tombstone, meant to Soothe the
thIrst of the dead., Then we light the .candles, burn some incense,
and all pray togetner. After our famtly plot has been taken care
of, we pl~ce candles, incense, and flowers on our friends' graves
and espeClally on the graves of those that have no one to decorate
the:n. We also pl.ace incense and flowers on a huge tombstone
whlCh has an openmg at the bottom in which are placed the bones
t~at have been accidently dug up. Then we usually attend a ser-
VlCe or the g.ala Bo~ danc~, if any is held. I usually went to a Bon
dance not wIth the mtent10n of dancing, but to try to get as many
towels as I could to have Mother make an attractive blouse for me.
Of course that was not the right spirit to go with to a Bon dance.
Another significant thing about Bon, before the war, was that
1 The memorial celebration during the ,f'''enth h I
d d --, - mont-]V 1en the sj;)jrits of theea are said to return to earth. -
(16)
we always gave lanterns to the family who had lost members of
their family in the preceding war.
Our family has always participated in- the monthly services
conducted at one house after another. Each family takes a turn
holding the service at their house and all the people go to their
home to hear the priest. After the service, food is served and
people indulge in gossip and discuss community problems. Food
at this type of service includes meat and fish. Also each month,
the families take turns in collecting money to pay for the priest.
Most of the community's young children attend these services
to enjoy the food. That is how a typical monthly service is held
in our community:
As I compare the customs in our home when my grandparents
were living with the family customs of our home today, I can
clearly see the changes that are gradually taking place. But I do
not mean that because we are adhering less and less to' the trad-
itions and customs our religious faith is weakening.
One of the first changes which I notice is that our daily prayers
are much shorter than they used to be when Grandpa led the
family. He always used to chant prayers that took at least one
hour and a half to complete. So, we often got bored and would
C sneak away and go to bed. Of course, Grandpa used to be furious
with us. Nowadays, our prayers are only about five minutes long.
Only on special occasions are longer prayers chanted.
The practice of offering cooked rice twice a day is reduced
to once a day now.
Another change which I notice concerns the fasting on the
death days of anyone of our family or a close kin. On those days
our grandparents fasted and refrained from meat and fish for
the three meals of the day, for forty-nine days. They were very
particular about the tradition. However, when Fred died, Dad
excused the family from fasting after the seventh day. He felt
that with all the worries, shock, and disappointment we would
ruin our health. He believes that we should eat everything to
bring back our health to normal.
As one of the traditions, our family always fasts on the first,
twelfth, and seventeenth of the month in honor of Fred, Grand~,
and Grandma respectively. We used to fast three meals a day
but now we refrain from fish and meat only one meal a day.
These are some of the changes that have taken place in our
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.MOTHER AND HER TEMPLE
Margaret Mild
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The answer from the other end seemed· to be one of dis-
couragement for Mother heaved a great sigh and there were
signs of tears in her eyes. This brought to me the realization that
the prospect of years without the right to pray aloud in the
language she understood was to Mother one of the most personal
losses from the war. It did not matter to her or to the older gener-
ation whether or not they uhderstood all of the prayers they
uttered. What mattered was the strong feeling of belonging to-
gether that they experienced on Sundays. Mother's we-group was
torn apart and she felt lost. Perhaps if the Buddhist temples had
remained open during the war years, the older generation could
have found some form of relief from their feelings of insecurity.
Week days were not very bad since other activities crowded the
day and there was no time to waste in brooding. But on Sund2oYs,
when others dressed to attend their church services, the lost look
on Mothet's face was pitiful. The behavior pattern of twenty..one
years so suddenly destroyed could not be replaced by another in
such a shan while. Often I would see her take out her Japanese
prayer book and thumb her way through it, her lips moving to
denote that she was praying.
Before the war, funerals of friends had been times when
Mother and her friends gathered to express their sympathy to-
gether in the form of Buddhist prayers and rituals. Now it was
no longer possible to do so. After attending several funeral
services for friends, I heard her say to this same friend of hers:
Don't you think it's a pity to die now? One can't even be buried
decently,
The friend replied:
It just doesn't seem final without the smell of the incense, the
temple gong, and the chanting of the prayers at funerals. These
haole services are so incomplete and cold. There almost seems to
be no respect for the dead. What is this world coming to?
Mother and her friend obviously missed the· elaborate rituals
that accompanied Buddhist funerals. To her a person v.ras not
really dead and properly buried until there were services of
O-tsu-ya and the chanting of prayers by black or red robed priests.
That perhaps sorrow might be eased and emotions controlled by
the calm services of the Christian religion did not seem to occur
to them. She ended this phase of her conversation by saying:
I don't want to die until the temples· are reopened and the priests
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This woman,!:my mother, and many others like them have
once more been able to pick up the threads of a stable life.
One Sunday afternoon I went to the temple to satisfy my curio-
sity as to what really happens there to give the aliens this feeling
of stability. Contrary to the feeling of restfulness that one re-
ceives upon entering some churches, the atmosphere was one of
festivity. The worshippers chanted their prayers loudly, Mother
not the least among them. I knew that ninety per cent of them
did not know the meaning of the prayers they were repeating so
enthusiastically after the priest. I doubt if they ever stopped to
wonder about the meaning. The thought that prayer is really
a way in which one communes with a Supreme Being and tries
to face the realities of life, to adjust oneself to the Supreme Being,
and to understand oneself, appears to be entirely foreign to them.
To chant prayers (difficult words that are just words to them)
with their hands together was and is sufficient for them. This
they all sum up as being a-ri-ga-tai. (In a sense this denotes ap-
preciation or thankfulness.)
After the services were over all the old women clattered down-
stairs chatting loudly in Japanese, It was the first time in four
years that I had heard genuine chuckling that came without any
restraint from the throats of the older women. They nudged each
other at times, exchanged the latest gossip, and actually let out
sounds that we would classify as giggling. These women were
actually youthful on Sunday afternoons.
To me it meant more than that. It meant that there in the
temple Mother and the older generation are once more able to
rebuild their self-respect. The war, among other things, took
away much of the authority that they held in the home. Much of
what they did and said was brushed aside by the younger gener-
ation, namely their own children, as being "Japanesey" or "Bo-
bura-ish". They have had to restrain themselves in the matter
of self-expression due to the silent reprimands from the society
at large and the general forbidding atmosphere symbolized by the
slogan, "Speak American".
At the temple they. are in a sense, "free". They may converse,
laugh, and think together in Japanese. There are no impatient
answers or frowns, but rather congeniality. There, they are not
the "old lady" and "old man" of some young citizen but person-
alities whose ideas are respected. There, they count as human
beings.










temples" Left alone, and ignored by the younger generation they
Biradually will be reduced to a mere skeleton. But at p;esent
they do have a vital function in the lives of our older generation.
One may add an emotional appeal by saying, "The old folks have
worked so hard. Why deny them the satisfaction that their temple
'Norship gives them?" If the temples can continue to rehabilitate
many others like Mother, can somehow make them feel comfort-
able in this new atomic age, then Buddhism has accomplished its
greatest good in Hawaii.
I have seen the war cause Mother and her friends to lose their
foo.tin~ in the fam~ly and in society. I have sensed their feeling
of macteguacy and insecurity. For these reasons I do feel that we
can accept the temples and their rituals.
Mother is a devout Buddhist. She accepts the existence of a
Supreme Being and is contented with her conception of It in the
form of Buddha. Her faith centered in the temple gives her
happiness and after all that is the thing that counts, for is not




Myfamily consists of seven persons: Father, Mother, two boys
and three girls. Father is 58, Mother is 55, and the children's
ages are: Big Sister, 30; Big Brother 25; Second Sister, 24; myself,
20; and little Brother, 14. No one has married, and an live at
home.
Father is head of the house, and his opinions are respected by all.
He runs a little grocery store owned by Big Sister. Mother is a
housewife, and her functions are feeding, caring for, clothing, and
worrying about the family. She is physically weak, and all the
members of the family protect her, and try to ease her Durden.
Big Sister manages the store and dominates the family's business
affairs. Big brother works at Hickam Field as a carpenter and
contributes his pay check to the family. He is the quiet member
of the household, but is an important figure in family affairs be-
cause he is the eldest son. Second Sister works at the store. Little
Brother and I attend school. We help at home or at the store,
Father and Mother together discipline the family and the older
children have a hand in the discipline of the youngsters. If l,ittle
Brother and I are scolded by Big Sister, we "talk back" and try to
justify our actions, but if Mother scolds us, we seldom do, and if
Father is the one doing the scolding, we don't dare "talk back",
Both my 'parents are Japan-born, and had only a Japanese
elementary school education. They respect our opinions for there
IS much that they can learn through us, just as they can teach us.
The three older ones out of school have all graduated frem high
school. Second Sister has graduated from business school, Big
Brother went to vocational school before serving in the Army,
and Big Sister has had correspondence courses and taught at an
island Japanese school ror two Years. When Father has difficulty
in reading the newspaper, he asks one of us, "What is this word?
What does it mean?" Mother neither reads nor writes much
English, but since the war we have taught her the alphabet and to
write her name in English, and to recognize words like ULIHA,
KAURI and KAlMUK!. so that in going from place to place she
wouldn't be too greatly inconvenienced.
Father and Mother consult each other a great deal, For example




















tittle Brother: Mama--I can go to movies? (Mother is always asked
first) .
Mother: See what Oto-san says.
Little Brother: Oto-sa12, I want to go show.
Father: You just went last time. Too often is no good. Did you
. ask Mama? What she say? '
LIttle Brother: She said ask you.
Father: If she says all right yo~ may go. But not next week again
if you go today.
Little Brother: Mama, Oto-san said ask you and if you say all right,
I can go.
Mother: All right, but come home early.
Even!ng .me~ltime is the only time during the day when the
whole fan:l1ly SitS at the table together. During the day, Father
and th: girlS eat at home in shifts, the youngsters are in school,
and .Big Brother at work. The family saves its choicest bits of
gOSSip, anecdotes, and the daY's experience to relate to the mem-
ber~ at. t~is time. T?ese dinner sessions have helped greatly in
mamtammg the feelmg of group solidarity in our family.
Religion plays an important part in our lives. In those days
whe~ we attended language school at Fort Galmen and at Hong-
wanp, regular attendance at the Buddhist Sunday School there
came naturally to us. When the Buddhist churches were closed
as a result of the war, our religious education stopped. During
the war years we three sisters visited a Methodist church now and
then but somehow ~e felt we didn't "beIOng". The director of
Christian Education of this church encouraged us to join their
groups and sent us cordial letters. We still kept back. Then the
letters changed in tone and expressed regret and sorrow in the
director's failure to "convert" us. We kept away completely after
that. During this irregular "Christian interlude" in our lives, mv
parents never lifted a hnger against our seeming to "chan,ze"
religions, and we felt that we were free to choose as we wished_
About this time also. Little Brother changed from a pub] ir
school to a private one. At St. Louis College, he got, and is still
getting heavy doses of Catholicism. He wants to become a Cat}>
olic, which is the only religion he is familiar with, and to him no
other religion exists. In his immamre mind, he believes that we'
, are all atheists and will go to purgatOry. He is unhappy, because
we tell him to wait until he is older and knows his own mind bf>-
fore joining the Catholic ch.urch."It I die, I cannot be saved," he
says.
Buddhism has been our family religion for many generations.
My, Issei parents are deeply religious and teach us what they
learned from their parents. Through religious stories we have got
(24)
our lessons in honesty, patience, peace, respecting our elders, and
of an awareness of our everlasting obligations (o-n) to them.
Every morning when Father gets up he lights a candle or in-
cense -at the family shrine. Then he taps the little bronze bowl
that has a clear, ting! ting! sound, and prays to the ancestors.
When Mother wakes up she also pays homage. This ritual is gone
through every morning, but we children are not forced to do so.
'Certain religious days call for special rituals. In our small
family shrine, we have three small wooden sticks with the names
of my three dead sisters. This morning is the day on which the
younger of the three died. Mother said, "Today you must light
some sen ko (incense) for Yae-san and pray for her," I obediently
did as she said. I stood in front of the hotoke sama and put the
palms of my hands together. I lighted two sticks of incense and
said, "na mu ami da butsu", three times to myself. I don't under-
stand the meaning of the words, but I know that everybody says
them. Today we will eat no meat or fish but only tofu, vegetables,
and rice.
Sometime, on a death day the whole family goes to the temple
where the bones of two of the girls are kept in small sealed boxes.
These boxes are all in a large room where hundreds of such boxes
are put. I have the impression that the priests guard them with
their lives. The priest on duty brings out the box of the one we
have come to pray for, and chants long prayers and hits the gong.
At the front of the temple there is a large wooden bowl with burn-
ing embers and next to it a small box with fragrant incense which
feels and looks like ground tobacco. While the priest is still
chanting, Father walks to the front, stops a few feet before the
bowl, prays with his palms together, and then steps up to the
bowl. He prays again, pinches a bit of the ground incense be-
tween his thumb and forefinger, brings it up to his forehead, and
drops it in the bowl from which thin smoke is slowly rising.
Then he prays again and returns to his seat. After him Mother
goes up and then the others one by one do the same.
We observe another ritual every New Year's Day. When the
old year draws to a close, it is the busiest time of the year. The
whole house must be cleaned. On New Year's Eve, we all wait
for 12:00 o'clock, when so-ba (black nodles) is served. So-ba,
unlike noodles and saimin, breaks easily into short bits. This
signifies that all the last year's bad luck is broken up and gotten
rid of. In the morning a special breakfast of zo-ni, a soup made of
mochi (rice dumpling), abalone or fish, and vegetables, is served.
(25)




On this day everyt~in.1? ~as a special touch to it. Mother formally
ad~re:ses each one 111drv1dually: "Oto-san, 0 me de to go zai maStl,
Nzz-cfJan, 0 me de to," and so on arotlnd the table. And then she
makes a little speech to this effect: "We have again greeted a new
year. May we all have good health and happiness. You children
wm be obedient to Oto-san andOka-san. Let us hope that we have
a. good year." She se7ves Father a tiny cup of Japanese sake (rice
hquor) and the cup 1S passed around to everyone of us. I remem-
ber that Mother used to dab a little sake on our forehead when we
were young.
Marri~ge is another institution strongly bound by tradition.
When B1g Brother marries, his wite must come to live with us
This .Is an understanding that goes without saying. If Big Siste~
marnes, she would go away to live because Big Brother is home
to carryon the family name and to look after Mother and Father.
¥o~her h:ars ~11uch gossip abollt young brides being mean to
their mothers-tn-law, and feels distressed about such behavior.
"IJ "h "hn apan, s e say, t ere are many StOries about mean mothers-
in-law, but here the situation i." usu~lly just the reverse."
U6)
"RACIAL" STATISTICS IN HAWAII
Bernhard 1. Hormann
'.He hath overthro-wn the chief of the Nubi?l1S; the Negro
is helpless in his grasp. He hath united the boundari,-::s of his two
sides, there is not a remnant among the Curly-IlairecL" 'Thus
does an ancient Egyptian inscription celebrate the victory about
)300 years ago of Pharoah Thutmose lover his ener::Jies." It is
one of the earliest known records of a people classifying men
"racially."
At the present time the U. S. Census Bureau and the Territorial
Bureau of Health Statistics use a nine-fold classification by "race"
when publishing statistical information about the people of
Hawaii. The following groups are listed: Hawaiian, Part Ha·
waiian, Puerto Rican, Caucasian, Chinese, Japare~;e, Korean,
Filipino, and All Others.
'. 'These two agencies are in agreement a.bout the G'teg,ories to
be used in the racial classification. The Census Bureau is usually
the pace-setter when a chan.ge in classification is to be Jnade, but
in 1900 their attempt to introduce Mainland racial cs.tegories
proved so confusing that it did not gain any local acceptance in
the Territory. Since then the Census Bureau has followed closely
the consensus of suggestions coming from various sources in
Hawaii. The Census Bureau acetates on the principle that the
best classification is one vlhiel1, while if po~sible~naintaining
continuity with previous censuses, is recognized and used by the
people of a community. For instance, in 1930 its instructions to
enumerators on the· Mainland for classifying a person as Indian
were "to return as Indians, not only those of full Indian blood, but
also those of mixed white and Indian blood, 'except where the
percentage of Indian blood is very small: or where the individual
was 'regarded as a white person in the community where he
1· ,,2.1ves.
lJames Henry Breasted, Ancient Records of Egypt (Chic8go: University of
Chicago Press, 1906), Vol II, p. 71.
2The Census practice of counting all perSO!l5 of no matter lwON small 8. proportion
of Negro blood as Negroes of course accords with th," general pr::;.ctice in all
l\Iainlond communities of classifying such persons as Negroes. The only exception
is \vhen a person 'lpasses," as vrhite. Such a person, 119 longer having enough
Negro blood to be t<visible~" goes to a C01l1111unity "vher,~ his 2.!1Cestry is unkovvn,
and where he will naturally be chssified by his "visibly" white ancestry. He
does not even have to change his name, as does the Je\v 'i\rho \'\rishes to pass as a
gentile. Regarding a person of mixed Indian and Negro blood, the Census
Bureau states he "should be returned as a Negro unless the Indian blood pre-
dominates and the status as an Indi8t1 .is generally accepted in the community."
(27)
At the present time, the Honolulu Chamber of Commerce has
sc::t up ~ co~nmittee for .rhe. purpose of making general recom-
mendatIons In regard to the :L9S0 census. One of the sub-commit-
tees of this.co:nmittee is dealing specifically with the question of
what popu12ct101? breakdowns, including racial breakdowns, to
rec?n:l1l1end: It 1S called the sub-committee on population charac-
tcnstlCs and occupation.
vVhen the discussion at the first meeting of this sub-committee
was somcYlhat misleadingly reported in the press, there was a-
roused an inlmediate and vital interest in the matter of racial
d;ssification, as evidenced by at least one editorial, and a number
or let~ers to the e~itor. The editorial asked, "Why should an
AmerICan census at population discriminate between onc racial
ancestry and another?", and several letters were in the same vein. -
One _cri~iciz~d "the inclusion in the various registration forms of
our ~H1Versl~y of H.awaii of a question regarding the racial ex-
tractIon of we applicant. Some mainland universities ... have
struck this question from their registration forms. Why has not
the University of Hawaii, an institution which purports to be a
leader in the field of inter-racial understanding, done as much?"
A clarification of the matter of racial classification in Hawaii
thus is highly desirable. In view of the fact that sociologists
are known to be interested in the study of "race relations" the
i~p.ress.ion is e,a~ily. gained that they are perpetuating invidious
dlst111ctlOns. 1h1S Journal, the only sociological publication in
Fiawaii, seems an appropriate place to attempt such a clarification.
The first fact of importance is that no classification has been
perrr:a~en.t, a~d there is no reason to believe that the present
clasSlflCatlon 1S permanent. Actually, it is not even in universal
use among governmental agencies in Hawaii.
T • L
.it 1S not necessary nere to go into the statistical practice under
the Monarchy and Republic of Hawaii, and the abortive attempt
to introduce mainland practice in the 1900 census has been
mentioned. The censuses of 1910, 1920, and 1930 used a some-
what filorc detailed classification than the one now in use. Part
Hawaiians were divided into Caucasian and Asiatic-Hawaiians.
'""'h n rr . '. d' S .1. '- ,-,a.UG1SlanS were separate mto panIsh, Portuguese, Puerto
Ricans, and "Other Caucasians." .
The Department of Public Instruction has been usin ry a fbrm
h· 1 •. I r 11 . I. • bW .lCfl lIsts tae 10 owmg races: Hawallan, Part Hawaiian, Puerto
Rican, Spanish, Other Caucasian, Chir;tese, Japanese, Korean,







County of Honolulu also uses this more det~ile~ classification. The
various institutions reporting to the Terntonal Departmen~ of
Institutions foHow a variety of classifications. Thus, Oahu Pnson
follows an elaborate classification which lists, among others. Cau-
casian~, Germans, and Portuguese, as well as Negroes: The Board
of Paroles and Pardons, on the other hand, uses the nme-fold clas-
siJication of the 1940 census, as does the Territorial HospitalJ?r
the Mentally Ill. The Waialee Training School ~or Boys ~peofIes
several mixtures, including Hawaiian-Eskimo, Chmese-Ital1an, and
Puerto Rican-Spanish, ~_nd has altogether s~xteen c~t~gories for
116 w<crds. On the other hand, the Kawal10a Trammg School
for Girls uses the shorter nine-fold classification. The ann~al
report of the Departm.ent of Public W e1fa~e uses no. raoal
breakdown. There are no statistical summanes about dIvorces
available in any published governmental reports.
Everyone who has any knowl~d?~ of the local situation may
look at the present nine-fold d1V1SlOn and wond~~ where tl~~
several mixtures he is acquainted with are claSSIfIed. Certam
arbitrary r~les have been followed in assigning such people to a
category, and these rules are based o~ ~everal. some-:ha: con-
tradictory principles, First, only one kmCl of mIxture IS given a
classification, the Part Hawaiian. All persons who hav~.no matter
how little Hawaiian blood are classified as Part Ha::-lal1an,. unless
they be pure Hawaiian. This means that.Jn Hawal1, a. person ,of
some Negro blood, if he dso has Hawal1an blood, WIll be clas-
sified as Part Hawaiian.
Second, the Caucasian and Hawaiian groups ar~ the only ones
where the criterion of admission is supposed punty of anc~~try.
,All persons listed as Hawaiians are s~pposed to be pure ~awal1ans;
and the same applies to all Caucasians, although. the Jatter rna)
of course be com.pounded of various European mlXtnreS, such as
Portu0uese, Russian, English, German.
Thfs leaves, in the third place, the persons of mixed blood who
have no Hawaiian in them. These are not, as mIght be supp~s~d,
assigned to the All Others catc:gory.. They. are rat~er d~ssifIed
according to twO principles. Hthe mlxtur~ IS Cau~aswn W1th one
of the other recognized groups: Puerto RlCan, ~hmese, J,lpanese,
Korean, and Filipino, the person is assi.gned .t? :nes~ gronp~~. Thu~
a Caucasian-Puerto Rican or, Caucas1an-F111pmo IS classl11ed aJ
Puerto H.ican or Filipino. If the mixture is between the~e ot.~er
recognized grouos and involves neither Caucasian nor Hawauan











whose father is Japanese and whose mother is Korean would be
classified as Japanese. An exception would be the child of a
Puerto Rican father and an Oriental (Chinese, Japanese, Filipino,
Korean) mother. In this case the Asiatic group has precedence
and the child is assigned to it.
The All Others category is reserved for several smaller groups
and some of the mixed bloods involving these groups. The most
important of these smaller groups are Negroes and Samoans. A
person of Puerto Rican-Negro ancestry would be put into the
All Others group. The Census has occasionally given the totals
for these smaller groups, but it has not given any further informa-
tion. about them. The number of Negroes found by the 1940
Census was 255.
The Portuguese group is the largest formerly recognized group
which is now no longer given separate status by the Census Bureau
and the Bureau of Health Statistics. Many persons of Portuguese
ancestry had resented being distinguished from "Other Cauca-
sians," and their sensitivity, as well as the large amount of mixing
between the Portuguese and the "Other Caucasians," led to the
dropping of this category in the 1940 Census. This now makes
it impossible to derive various indices of infant mortality, of educa-
tional progress, etc., for this group.
That the Portuguese are no longer statisticolly identified does
not mean that they have achieved complete loss of identity in
popular usage.:; There arc other distinctions which are, at least
to some extent, popularly recognized, but not statistically noted.
One of these, for instance, is the Japanese distinction between the
Okinawans and the rest of the Japanese, designated l';[a1chi or
"I ·d" "H I d" J t h ~ JnSl e or omean apanese oy t _em. l"rom pre-war apan-
ese consular records we know that the Okinawans form about
fifteen per cent of the total population of Japanese origin in
Hawaii (almost 25,000 persons), but the U. S. Census has, of
course, not been interested in this distinction.. If the Okinawan
Islands are by the final peace treaty with Japan separated from
that country, and if the United States obtains them as a trust
territory, it may yet prove desirable to differentiate betvleen the
two groups of Japanese in future censuses.
30ne occasionally comes across rather startling il1nstr:ltions of the fact that
local people of non·Caucasian ancestry do not always accord Portuguese the same
status as that accorded the other Caucasians, called Haoles. Thus 2, .I'vfainland
woman \'-,as filling out a form for a local girl. Her directions said that Portuguese
were to be classified "s Caucasian:;. To her the t~rm Caucasian was uncle"r, but if
a Portuguese was Cmcasian, she feit tbat " "Haole" could not be, and so she
classified her as All Others I
(30)
-----------------,--------------~.--....
. I' - o-toWin 0" O"i"OUp, which isAt the present tIme t 1ere IS one E; . 'i~. l?', ~'. ,.,'
destined increasingly to be given pubhc rec~gnlt1m...., th~f~'~u~
of Caucasian-Oriental mixtures. Because 01 the. ~las.sl,;at1(L.
d 'b d b ~hes'" p"'opie are now a11 placed ,nto at m escrl e a ave L. '- '- • - . .-.sys e ' ,. ·h 1C)/; '1 ~lv<!'a"Th count=/' In ~,p . -eeL. \..... 1.., d
pure Oriental categor~. ," ey :vere ;~t~l of ;;'1-47' io, the Ter-
enumeration, at that tlffie co~mg to a c ..~ ~ ..B~' ,~=~ " f Health
·ritory- In four subsequent fiscal years,_.t~L , U,.,,2~u. 0... ' c .c
h b·, f' ddJT"OPnl? 1 .... 5 pe' son" OtS . . 11. reported t e 1rtns a an a '.1 _"CC_,c~ ~ ~ ,.tatlstlCS as h' 1 iad or teft the
Caucasian-Oriental ancestry. Ho.w many...:~~ 0"Q;~;iTI the trends
Islands we have 110 way of knowmg, buty.1dQ'Lo h~l~~. m~11 1_", ~n
. ." 'b1 to preri lC" that CD.I" ". ,1. 0··, ,,,.,.. '. . ge It IS POSS! ,e ~ L· . .' •
m Hlte~marr~a , d 1, raUb. The Ce':lsns ::.u:,t)J.onues
increasmgly Important an ar?e. g..L ~ ~,h;-", be criven
. ht well consider whether this 1S a group .,-hal augL • co. .°1 ~1nlg b 1:. n"so""'-,7·~n. p. . . 1 nition. Similarly, the num er 01 flcl "'';..'" ~''''::'''--
statlstlCa". rec?~d Ai' haviil g neither Ha\vaiian nor LaucaS1an
ancestry IS ml.x.... S.~tlC, 't. dily It may also be that the Negrocomponents, IS growmg s ea .' ." h . ,: •
rou has grown sufficiently to be hsred separste"y. .
g p . "1 1 :f·:'·M··'''··'' c1p?Cj']v
11.
1. 1- t' b of the trends Hl raCla C,aS'}fl~',~.c.c '~..-~' ....~JT e aoove s ,-ec. ,. . . '. J ·.YP"O'P
. 1 h'le on "hp one hand sonl.e groups tecnr), ,0 I.Ld:,'"'P0111tS out t 1at w. 1 , L L. v . ,
others tend to emerge. ,
Jl .~. 1£ ~ be """"'1,,,/1. bv everyThe Census Bureau cannot a. ow lese 1.0 v.· " 0 ,_. . :,.~ 1 :1· ...n
. ~ h' 'T'he catngories it uses must h::rve some ~c0D,.J~J
passmg w 1m, ~ -I' -'t their value as a record of the cbariges m
throl1gh the years, e:> .,' . ;~__ j.l~p. ce~-u" trac,.q 111 a CIL"', .,.,~. b lost In settmg up '1,,, ~ -' '.co .-- j .
a communlty e· b" d- n~"-~'Ia,~p·ntly 2<: ont-. 'br T ~h tracts 'e ma1Dtame. 1:"" .• iL'. l.'.'-"__ '~,._
r~qulrem~nt,1S t !a;r~in:nt t~ ask what are the principles by, W~1Ch
Imed. It 15 t~ll;S p. . 1 f'~ lace~nd in the seconD p!.ace,
a racial classlf1catlOn, Hl tne ll~t p~ - . '. ,."~~. '1
han e in the racial classificatl0n, are JUstl1:1ec,. .' ,.a c g 1 'f" ~~~l{Y-P{~ nl)ove
f h
.. , m of any facial r·aSSl ICltlon illeEt V~h.;-' 0 .•
P rt ate cnt1C1S . _. .. . .__ . 1."~a . d d' 0" People confuse CIULenSllIp
stems from a gross mlsun erstan 1110 - .
with race. 1. f 1 '-iel ~ W 11ich
The editorial cited above, while. speaun1? o_;ae t· x-,~'.:' -~1
f l'x .. h d for thelr countnes 01 Oflb.W.'.., Sll~sseu.h peoples a :-:J.awall a· . A
t e h h' rtaot fact is that they are AmenGJ.fl5.. p-
tlJ.e fact t at t e Impo . 3 - ~ ~~fe··~ , f'" that race or ancestry aoes HOL ~c .l
ently many persons orgec i , :."'7= 1;
par . . . Tl of course gets data aDol,t C1LL......ns 1:P
to Cltlzenshlp. J.e census , ,. r:. 1 c1'at'''.
d
·' h the<;e are relatect to tne ,-a~,.8! c, .. ~;>
S well as race, an 1t 1S W ..en ~ '. . ;.:. P "h;')
a . f h .. 'ress towardS An'lencan C1nz.,n~".'J:. h e l"'arn ate pJ.og .' . ~ T
tiCS t at w '- . k' ()" wl'o like the Idpnese, areh' 11. tho~e groups aJ e rna. ,111"" . " , .. . - . 1
:e~~gi~~e~o~ n~turalizatio~d'r~ caf)I1~c{~~~ ~~:~%S~~f::1~;1%.;:




























nese population were American citizens '
1930. , as agamst 65.3 % in
While it is thus clear that '
questioned when in H ., hno ~met1can's citizenship is being
b awal1 e IS asked tquery a out race neverthel 0 .state his race the
he R ess arouses resent' ,
, re., ~sentmentcomes mainl f ment m some people
dlSSatlsfled with th ' , y ro,m members of groups who, , elr group s sOClal 0 are
as m the case of the Japanese d 0 status m Hawaii or who
of prejudice by others against ~~l~g the war, feel an intensificatiod
~on-Haole groups feel some pre·e~ogr~~p, To the extent that all
tIme to time there can b f JU
d
,Ice lrected against them from
d' " e oun some 0 0 '
eSlgnatlons in all groups These ' 0 ?~POSltlOn to the racial
~ust, even though they b~ based senSlt,lvltles are deep-seated and
:~to ~CCOUnt in any realistic a o~mIsunderstandings, be taken
lllcatlon. pproac to the matter of racial class-
Among Haoles what 0 •.
persons who clai~ that th pr~ltlOn, exists comes mainly from
,assimilation. e eSlgnatlons are a deterrent to rapid
, lot ~s of course true that the a Ii' 0
mdlvlduals can lead both pp CatIon of raClaI designations to
, to needless d' '. ,accentuatIon of the d' 't' , , Iscrlmmatlon and to an
b IS mctlons mv 1 d Aa use, although it exists l'S 0 ve 0 ctually this sort of
HI' not as g-ave . h b,O?O ulu newspapers have for a L as. mIg t e supposed.
glvmg racial designatiol1s wh l~ng tIme refrained from
the 1 1 - en reportmcr on th ' .,oca news, Certain Haole ~,e personalttles in
agamst persons of non-Haol organ:zatlons do discriminate
admitting one to memb h,e ancestry eIther by seldom or never
ers Ip or by ass" 0
one school, a quota to 0' 'I ' Igntng, as m the case of
d h · t1enta.s, ObVlOusl h bl'an t e Ulllversitiy of H .. h' y, t e pu 1C schools
their race, under no circ awal1, w I1e they ask registrants to state
mission. umstances use race as a criterion for ad- ,
Such discriminations as do .
forc 0 1 eXIst are probabl h- e m pro onging local rou' y a muc greater
use of the desi crnatl'on~ 1 Ag p dIfferences than the statistica'I
h b ", t any rat . . bw en the cultural differen ' e, It IS ut a matter of time
Th' ces among local gro 'II dO
o e soc1010gist has pointed out th . u~s WI Isappearo
SocIety OUt of populat', 1 at t~e buI1dmg of a common
b k . Ion e ements commg f d'
ac grounds is almost ine 't bl rom Iverse cultural, . b ' VI a y accompan 0 db'lZatlO,n, ut that this disorg '. - Ie y socIal disorgan-
of assimilation can be sp a
d
nlZatlOn can be reduced if the process
rea out over se I . .
- 1 --: c vera generatIons rather
On the Maml"nd ] .are d' . ,- - ews are gIven no s
Iscnmmated against IDy clubs and SCh~~::,ate statistical recognition, but they
. (32)
than concentrated over one or two. From this point of view Old
Wodd institutions, such as the language school and the foreign-
language press, being inevitably temporary institutions, are aids
rather than hindrances in the orderly progress towards effective
assimilation. On the other hand, it has been a common historical
experience that when a nation has attempted to force the assimi·,
')ative process in some minority group, this policy has boomer-
anged, and such a minority group has persisted in maintaining its
separate cultural identity. In Hawaii many of the racial organ-
izations, such as the Emergency Service Committee among the
Japanese during the war and the Puerto Rican Civic Association,
have as their avowed aim to help the members of their group par-
ticipate on a respected and equal basis as Americans in the affairs
of the wider community.
One important use of statistics is to rp.easure the progress to-
wards assimilation. If statistics are kept of the recognized "racial"
groups, it is possible to relate any racial statistics of disorgan-
ization, such as crime or divorce or mental illness, to the total
population, and thus obtain rates which will give an indication
of how serious the problems of adjustment ar!? proving to each
group. The responsible leadership of each group has found such
statistics of inestimable value for showing them where their
people needed guidance and help. Thus, just before the war,
former Delegate Victor S. Houston was using the available
statistics to show that in 1939 the Hawaiians had more than five
times as high a rate of illegitimate births per thousand births
than the Caucasian and Japanese groups, and then he outlined
constructive proposals for meeting this problem.
Public Health authorities use such statistics to discover in what
direction ameliorative efforts will prove most effective. Hawaii's
tuberculosis death rate is still above that of the nation as a whole.
By getting the rates for the local racial groups it immediately be-
comes apparent that the incidence of tuberculosis is higher, and
the problem therefore more acute, among Filipinos and Hawai-
ians than among Caucasians and Part Hawaiians.
Only when such statistics are kept can certain questions which
are of importance in the determination of trends in the Territory
be answered. For instance a perennial question in all statehood
hearings has been about the existence of bloc voting, but because
of the fact that for ten years the statistics of registered and voting
citizens has not been kept by race, it is impossible to make certain




















ans~Tered" It is thus more difficult to defend people who are
prob~bly no more .guilty of the charges made than the people
makm.g the accusatIons.
There can be no doubt about the value of these racial statistics
in promoting the cause of assimilation and this Dractical value
far outweighs the possible negative uses to which~ such statistics
can obviously be put by irresponsible or ignorant persons. Act-
ually the lack of detailed and accurate information about the
groups in Hawaii would make each group far more vulnerable
to irresponsible charges than does the possession of these data. I
The census takes statistics about males and females and about
age-groups, e.g., the five-to-ten-year-olds as agaiilst the ten-
to-Lfteen-year-olds. Such data have the same practical value.
Vie note, because we have the data, that males have higher crime
rates than females, as d,o people from ten to thirty as compared
with older people, and this helps the responsible authorities to
deal with the problems of crime in a community.
The main difference .betvveen racial statistics and sex and age
statistics is that race is not a permanent and clearly definable
entity. What is qtlled race in Hawaii may be referred to on the
Mainland as race, nationality, minority group, ethnic group, cult-
ural group, and ancestral group. Such terms in Hawaii and on the
Mainland, refer to recognized group differences, both cultural and
biologicaL The cultural differences refer to language, religion,
nationality, diet, costume, festivals, family customs, family names,
and group loyalties. Such differences, like the biological differ-
ences, are passed on, in one case socially, in the other biologically,
from generation to generation. But the cultural differences are
gradually. disappearing through education and life in Hawaii,
while the biological differences are being mixed through inter-
marriage, so that members of one family are no longer of the
same biological type. Perhaps the term ancestry or ancestral
group most dearly expresses the subtleties and it probably does
no~ arOlJ.se as much resentment as the term race.
A. group of students in a semi.nar on race relations recently
attempted a de£i:nition of ra.ce which would be satisfactory in the
.." c I·· bpcame clear that no purely biologi~a1.
stu~y. ~f race r~:tlon"Ill tth; first place, physical anthropologlsts
dehmtion wou" 0.· III '""lIe second dace, groups. 1 te agreement. ~ l. !-
are not m camp e. . h'- 1 J'~ts such as the .A.lpine, may
'f' db 1 Po pbys'cal ant tapO og.~ , hidenn le y tl1v • 1 1'. 'tb another group, suc
have no problems of race re atlons Wl .
as the Mediterranean. . h r to be any
. 1 Hairs of men race seems rat e .
In the pract1C~ a . bie differentiating traits, whlCh may
ancestral group With .recofillza
1
b th provided the mutual be-
be biological. or SOC10-cu
d
turah or n~es~ral groupS is conditioned
havior of thls group an ot er a
by these differen~e~.. . hould be in the background when
Some such defm1tlon as t~lSHs .. h Id be eliminated from
. . h h roup m awall s ou . 'bIdeCld111g w et er a g 'f" It has become ImpOSSI e
d h . t' 11P-: class1 lCatlon. .or adde· to. t e eX1S L. o • . aiians from the Caucasian Hawal-
to differentIate the ASiatlC Haw
l
' 1 1'fy them together as Part
.' .te natura to c ass. .
ians and thus It 15 qm h h d the Caucasian-Orientals are
Hawaiians. On the ot e: aln, 'th whom they are now clas-
. d f the Onenta s WI . 1 1
differentiate rom d'ff. . 1 behavior patterns are deve op-
'f' d d a result 1 erentla 1SI Ie an a~ d . bl give them separate statuS.
. I· 0 ld seem eSlra e to , - f'f
mg. t w u. . nother fifty years at least 1 ty per
It has been estlmated t~at 111i~ b; of mixed blood. At that time
cent of the local populatlo~ w 'll lobe all but eliminated. Thus
the Old World cultural traIts w~., as erl'ence will corroborate the.
'1" when Hawall s exp· £
the day WI.l come.. d he made of one every nation 0 men ~o
statement 10 Acts, An E h" (17' 26) Then the raClal
11 h f e of the art. .dwell on ate. .ac. . h censuS will be out-dated.
or ancestral classlhcation m t e
IA safeguard against irresponsible use might be, as Dr. Andrew W. Lind has
suggested, not to publish racial statistics about crime, mental illness, etc. in any
public reports, but to keep such statistics in a sort of "confidential statistical ex-
change," for the use of qualified professional persons. This would make possible
both the prac6C3.1 8.pplication of these statistics in the manner discussed and their
application to a scientific understanding of problems of· race and race relations
on a more general level.
(34)
. tll fact that they are classified as
.' f th ir <eparate sf·atus IS _e .U· 'ty
IAn indIcatwn 0_ e " I" '·1" beauty contest at the OlverSI.
"Cosmopolitan" for the annua raCla .
(35)
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would have to take, but I am convinced now that they can take
anything. ent to an airfield and waited
When we reached Omur~a:et~at was supposed to take us to
there for three da~s dfo: a p. d had to return to Sasebo. WeOsaka, but we waIte m vam an, .
. destroyer thIS tlffie. .
started out agam on a h f h' 'llage of Wakanoura whIch
We went ashore at ~ e IS m~sV{ate afternoon and blue-clad
serves as the fleet land1?g. It ~ boat pier to return to their
sailor boys were gathermgI at t ;'ately after landing I saw the
ships after liberty ashore. mme 1 pation in a Marine-admin-
first obvious differences b~twe~n ~~~;ation seemed to be" much
istered area. Here the ru es 0 h
O
s more people in the streets,
more liberal~ th~re were mor~ls tOPo~phere that was much lightermore fratern1zatlon-an overa a m
and gayer. ka ama which is largely destroyed,
We drove through W a ~ 1 f the railroad lines betweenI ff at the termma 0 .
and were et 0 k Wh'le waiting at the statlon for our
Wakayama and Osa a. 1 ral civilians and plied with all
train, I was approached by seve At first I had an awful time
kinds of questions and reque~~'because they talked so fast. _One
trying to pick up wha~they sal f t king a course in electrical en-
kid wanted to know t e cos~ 0 a
k
d if I knew his brother who
gineering in the States; Aanot ~r asAe
rmy
. several asked me to be
bl ' the mencan, d
was presuma y m . h d room to spare. It was a goo. ch If we a any b .
let mto our coa. f' 11 lIed in for my resources were emgthing that the tram ma y pu ,' _
taxed to the utmost. mmandeer a whole coach for our party,
We had been able to co h th1'rd of it Since there wask rttle more t an a .
but actually too up 1 ,. tS1'de the leader of our group1 rowd waltlng ou , f f
such a arge c, 1 the civilians fill up the rear hal a o.ur
generously offered to etword was passe'd, the crowd rushed m,
coach. As soon as thhe . d We had cause to regret ourh ugh t e wm ows. d .
some even t ro ush into our half, an It was
offer because the crowd began ~o p hin them back that we
only after threatening and ffrClblr fe~:nela valuable lesson in
had any r?om left for oursesv::. a matter of fact with any crowd
dealing w~th Jap~nesefcro~d 'ood you do is such a trifle compared-never gIve an mch, ' or t e g
to the evils tha~ may result. ulled into Osaki. All the other
It, was midmght when. we fP h n1'ght but the immediate. h d d runnmg or t e, h
trams a stoppe 'I as)·ammed. These were t e. .. of the entrance turnst1 es w ,VlCm1ty
(36)
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POSTWAR INVASION OF JAPAN
A Veteran
---- ---- -. ------------._._---_. _. ,
In 1945 soon after the war ended, I was stationed in Saseb6,
Kyushu but soon I was chosen as the interpreter of a party which
was to make an investigation of the Osaka-Kobe industrial area
on the main island of Honshu. One dark night (the nights are
really dark in Sasebo) the Osaka-bound group was assembled
and given final instructions. Everything went off as though we
were going out on an operation the next day, and about the only
thing missing was a final synchronization of watches.
Early the next morning we rolled out of bed and lugged all
of Our belongings down the steep concrete steps Onto a waiting
truck, which took us to the railroad depot. We discovered to Our
dismay that the coach we were to board was on a different track
a couple of hundred yards away. The leader of our "group, a
commander, saved the day. He sent for the station master and
made me explain to him that when the train was about to leave
it should reverse to our track and stop until we could load our
baggage. The station master became' all flustered and insisted
that such a thing was impossible, but the commander stood firm
and would not budge an inch. Meanwhile, it was getting close
to the time of departure, and the station master in desperation
offered to have his men tote the baggage. This was evidently
what our commander wanted, but he, in magnificent cOntrol, gave
only a weak assent. There and then we discovered one of the
mightiest tools at our disposal when we had manual work to bedone.
There was one thing I noticed on the train ride which struck
me as being rather interesting, the blinds placed in front of all
munition plants. Such blinds could' be anything from concrete
walls to wooden screens, with the one apparent purpose of shield-
ing vital war plants from the direct gaze of train passengers, who
could get a momentary glimpse at best. The Japanese appear not
to have been too sure of their vaunted national solidarity. An-
other thing I noticed from the train windows was the havoc which
the recent typhoon had wrought on the rice fields. The rice had
been weighted down and was about to be harvested when the
storm struck, flooding entire fields. Even the fields which suf-
fered least could probably not yield but half of what they would


























people a~aiting the next morning's trains. They slept on the
concrete tIoor or formed circles and jabbered away continuously
to while away the time:
n It wa~ a~out ~ a.~. when we finally pul~ed up to the New
.usaka hot..J whlCh IS not too bad by Amencan standards, and
dan:n good for this place. We went to sleep in the lobby, on
chaIrs and sof~s, but our sleep was not to be enjoyed too Iona-.
Along about fIVe in the morning an excited staff sergeant woke
us a:;d begged us, the enlisted men that is, to "make tracks" as
hast1ly as possible lest some irate general discover us enlisted
trash sleeping on his doormat. After several wild goose chases
we were unceremoniously deposited at the enlisted men's transien~
center located on the top floor of a department store.
T~e fir~~ n~ght here, th:ee of us decided to take a look at the
red-11ght alstnct about whlCh we had heard so much. Directions
were readily obtainable from other soldiers and we easily found
the place. Although we had heard the district was rather pre-
tentlO~s, we ,:"ere not prepared for its vastness. Block after block
was flJed wIth .establish~ents which all vended the same type
of. ware. The gIrlS are lIsted on placards (sometimes illustrated
wIth photographs) which are placed in the lobby of the establish-
ment. ~ne can ask for them in person but apparently a request
for a gIrl does not necessarily commit one to filling out an en-
gagement. I guess that I will leave out the details because all
I know of the inner workings is simply hearsay.
At a couple of houses I struck up conversation with the ma-
dames. Their line of talk dealt strictly with business and nothing
else. They wanted t.o know how many troops were coming al-
together, how long they would stay, and so forth. One asked me
the proper way to ask for a tip.
~ne of the following nights Tdropped into a cabaret for a
drinK. It had a crude dance floor, a number of tables and chairs
and a host of girls. It cost two yen or about thirteen cents for ~
dal1Ce which lasts a little over two minutes. The sociologist in
m~ co~nes ~ut every time I visit any of these places, and the first
thmg 1 do IS to get into a conversation with one of the oirIs and
ask her about her story. Most of the girls working at theOcabarets
appear to h~ve gon~ through high school, and claim that they
are there trymg to pICk up English. They are also out for all the
m?ney, can.dy, ~nd ~igarettes th~:7 can get. The girls actually re-
celVe snrpnsmg"Y lIttle for theIr work, but by playing favorites
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they can expect good tips. That is why, so many working girls
aspire to be dancers.
One evening a friend of mine and I were stopped by two fairly
good-looking girls who propositioned us thus: They would go
anywhere, do anything, if we would in turn teach them to dance
and also teach some conversational English. But not all of them
are so enterprising. I asked one of the girls working in the de-
partment store downstairs to do my laundry, offering to supply
the'soap and to pay her well. The girl makes only forty yen (less
than three dollars) a month and could easily make as much by
doing washing for a few people, but she refused. I was t~ld later
that she considered that taking in laundry would not be 111 keep-
ing with her job of salesgirl.
I was out with another girl another night who made a remark
I lward once before, but dismissed at the time as a crackpot's idea.
Now that I heard it again. I wondered if it doesn't represent the
Japanese attitude toward the Nisei. She asked me if I did not
feel that I had been hopelessIv entangled in the meshes. of war
when I was compelled to fight what she termed my "blood
brothers" . She went on to eXDress pity for us Nisei for what we
had to do. To her and other Japanest:: (as well as certain Amer-
icans, I suppose) everybody must forever remain true to. his
ancestral people and to be disloyal to his kin is considered im-
'possible. Her point of view on this particular issue was completely
the opposite of mine. The only comfort I could derive from the
remark the girl made was that she had retained the ability to
pity me in spite of the want and suffering she may have gone
through and in spite of the obvious advantages I enjoyed. .
. When I first learned that I was to be sent to Osaka, I said to
myself, "Here is your chance to visit Suemori's folks." When
working at the prisoner of war camp on Guam, Suemori had
asked me to look up his parents, and I was only too glad to do so,
for he was so extraordinarily interesting that I was curious to see
from what kind of Japanese home he could have come. Before
going to his home I had stayed up nights trying to fi~ure o~t
some appropriate way to introduce myself and approach the del1-
cate matter of prisoners of war. I had still not hit on anything
suitable when I knocked on their door. It was about rFn in the
morning on a weekday, not exactly the most fitting time for a
dramatic scene. A middle-aged woman came to the claar and
stopped. I hesitatingly asked if this was the house of one Kakuzo






answered thai: it was a1l;d I continutd, "Please forgive me for my
rudeness in speaking to you, but I am an American and am not
familiar with the correct words to be used. I have come to tell you
that your son Takeo Suemori is alive and well. 'I saw him last
in a prisoner of war camp."
When I finished the sentence there was a ~oment of silence.
I was afraid then that the traditional Japanese attitude concern-
ing prisoners of war had proved stronger than parental love. But
there was no need for me to have had any doubts as to how she
would receive the news-she gave me such a relieved smile, and
asked me in. Over the customary tea which she insisted on spik-
ing with. a few drops of whiskey and the more-than-precious
sugar, we conversed slowly. Mrs. Suemori was obviously over-
joyed.
I could never believe that he was dead. When they announced
that Okinawa had fallen, they failed to say that all the defenders had
met honorable deaths as they usually did when one of ow: islands was
lost. Everyone assumed that the entire garrison had been annihilated,
but it seemed strange that, if all the troops had fought to the death,
that they had not been credited for their determination. As you' know,
any time there is any doubt, idle minds begin to turn out rumors.
In this case, there was a story circulated that the troops were not all
killed, but that some had been captured. And so, although all of us
with relatives on Okinawa more or less assumed that they were dead,
there was still that small hope that they might have been saved.
Later in the day, I went with a friend of mine to a drinking
place he knew of which is set in beautifully landscaped grounds.·
As soon as we entered, we were invited by another party to join
them, which we did. I was amazed at the variety of food and the
amount of liquor flowing. The revelers were young businessmen
of obvious means. They told me,
Yes, we knew we coudn't win, but we were helpless. It was a case
of do what you are told or suffer the consequences. We in business
suffered the most because we lost our stock bit by bit, and our busi·
ness was then all but taken from us. We could not operate unless
we complied strictly with the laws handed down to us. Now that we
have lost the war, our leaders have left us holding the bag. We
knew we couldn't win. They started the war twenty years too soon."
And these unfortunate businessmen eating and drinking at a
cost of about one hundred and fifty dollars a head continued to
pour out their troubles to me,
Weare rather fortunate as compared with the average man because
we can still eat regularly, but we certainly miss our tobacco. If there
is one thing you can do for us, it is ..."
I excused myself at that point.
That evening I returned with my lnend to the Suemoris. We
brought along a case of beer and a bottle of sake, with whlch we
would be welcome anywhere, to liven up the evening. I met the
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rest of the family then, including another one of the Suemori sons.
This one had just been discharged from the Army a few weeks
previous. He had been a first lieutenant in the Shipping Engineers
and was on one of the last ships from Manila and Okinawa. He
was on the deck of a ship at Ujina when the chain reaction took
place at nearby Hiroshima, and his face was burned. At the first
sip of sake, the area of the burns turned p111k. The outline of his
cap visor and his collar showed very clearly. His father, the elder
Suemori, had been importing radio parts from the United States
for ten years or so and spoke surprisingly fluent English. As the
evening wore on and the drinking progressed, my friend and I
found ourselves more and more outspoken, and we were soon
telling them what was wrong with Japan. And then, as usual
in Japanese drinking parties, we got around to singing. I finally
heard for the first time the famous song, "Umi Yukaba" which
was sung to Kamikaze pilots before they took off.
One week after arriving in Osaka, I was sent out on a trip
to the end of the W akayama peninsula to aid in the inspection of
naval defenses there. We travelled the whole way by jeep, no
mean achievement considering the roads. The typhoon a month
earlier had washed away parts of the road, and we were the first
to try it. At one fishing village, the whole town including the
women turned out to fill in a gap in the road for us. Going by
car had its advantages, however, for we were thus enabled to see
some scenery which I imagine even local inhabitants must be un-
familiar with. I guess that no matter what part of Japan one may
go to, the most striking thing is the natural beauty of the scenery.
Some Americans say, "These people don't deserve such lovely
surroundings." My own feeling is rather different. I cannot help
but wonder why people living amid such beauty could ever nurse
thoughts of conquest and world domination. If ever natural
beauty could bring contentment, it should have brought it to
the Japanese.
We were the first Allied people to go through this area, and
the roads we went over were lined with women who stood at a
respectable distance, waiting to bow in unison to their conquerors.
The one sure indication that no American troops had preceded us
was the fact that none of the kids cried out for "cigaretto" or
"chocoletto".
In addition to the scenery we were thereby able to view, travel
by car had the other advantage of permitting us to avoid the









~ng from overseas. Seeing them I realized what a miserable thing
It must be to a soldier on the losing side. The Japanese tradition
of soldier worship is certainly a thing of the past, for these re,..
tUrned soldiers were now neglected and even despised. It is no
wonder that many mustered-out veterans have turned to armed
robbery and banditry. I suppose such lawlessness must be one way
of easing the pain of frustration. I would think, though, that after
all the misery and suffering that some of them have been through
(particularly those who starved on the bypassed islands) that the
people at home would be more sympathetic with them.
(42)
THE NISEI IN JAPAN
Relationships Between Nisei and Japanese
Hideo Uta
With the termination of hostilities in Japan, there arose the
tremendous task of occupying the Japanese homeland. To do this
effectively it was of utmost importance to get personnel trairied
in the Japanese langu;age. This requirement was met through the
use of the American Nisei (second generation Japanese). These
Nisei, commonly referred to as Americans of Japanese ancestry,
were put to work in all phases of the occupation program and in
all parts of Japan. The Nisei have come into contact with the
various classes of Japanese society and have inadvertently learned
some of their customs, traditions, mores, and institutions. It should
be brought out that although basically the Nisei and the Japanese
(the term Japanese will be used to refer to the Japanese of Japan)
are of the same raci~l stock, this does not necessarily mean that
they are psychologically alike.
When I landed in Japan in the early part of November, 1945,
I was quite worried as to how we would be treated in the home
of our ancestors. I reasoned that the Japanese people might look
upon us as traitors because we had borne arms against the country
of our parents. My worries arose, not from personal motives, but
rather from the fact that if we were not well accepted, it would
necessarily mean a more difficult time for us in conducting our
assigned tasks. Fortunately, however, my worries were not war-
ranted as we were rather well accepted.
After debarkation from the troopships in Yokohama, I struck
up a conversation with an elderly Japanese woman carrying her
little child on her back. It was evident that she was not ac-
customed to seeing typically Japanese faces in American uniform,
but upon learning that I was one of the so-called "Nisei-san" she
began to converse. I had a short but a relatively lively conversation
with her; however, I was rather confused and bewildered when
she closed the conversation with the sentence, "Japan depends
upon you." I couldn't grasp the significance of those words then,
but in the passage of time I came to realize what she had meant.
Of course, she. had inferred that the future of Japan lay in the
hands of the Americans and we as "Nisei" were to act as the
mediators between the Japanese and the Americans.
Basically, the physical appearance and origin of the Nisei and















ferent as can be. True, a degree of the culture of Japan has been
transmitted to the Nisei through the family, but most of these
influences are tending to wane with the passing of the Issei (first
generation) in America. As far as the appearance goes, there is
no difference. In fact, it was the practice of many of the Nisei
G.I.'s in Japan to frequent the geisha districts in civilian clothing
and thus avert detection from the military police.
The Nisei in Japan today are really acting as liaison agents be-
tween the Japanese and the occupation forces. In this connection,
I have heard a prominent official of the Home Ministry confide
that he would never have had the courage to frequent the offices
of the occupation forces had it not been for the fact that Niseis
were present. This was during the early stages of occupation. I
immediately interpreted this to mean that there was a certain
degree of fear among the Japanese of the Americans, whereas
there existed a more natural and relaxed attitude ~oward the Nisei.
This, of course, does not mean that the Nisei accepted the Japan-
ese in a similar manner.
During my stay in Japan I was astounded at the moral laXity
prevailing there. It appears as though geisha houses are as neces-
sary as any other places of enterainment. Geisha houses, origin-
ally, were places of entertainment where persons skilled in the
art of dancing and singing performed, but lately they have come
to connote outright houses of prostitution. On New Year's Eve
in Japan I had occasion to visit a Japanese friend. As is the cus-
tom in Japan, there was merriment going on and the master of
the house was in high spirits with a stomach full of "sake". During
this merriment, he suddenly got up and said in the presence of
his children and wife that he was going to the geisha house. Need-
less to say, I was embarrassed because to me it was inconcievable
that any married man in an American home would get up in
front of his children and wife and say "I am going to a house of
prostitution."
The women of Japan are just as amoral as the men. Night
after night I have watched young women gather around military
establishments to wait for a soldier to "pick them up". This is an
aspect found in all communities, especially during war time, but
I think it is outstanding in Japan. To a degree the degeneracy
of womanhood has been brought about as a direct consequence
of war. In Japan, it is not uncommon for a family to invite its
daughter's boy friend-generally a hakttjin (white American
soldiers--to the home for dinner. This in itself is perfectly inno-
(44)
cuous and decent but when he is allowed to remain in the house
after dinner and permitted to sleep in the same bed.with ~e girl,
then the practice becomes contrary to r~les establts~ed. 111 most
societies, including Japan. This is not a ulllversal pr~ct1ce 111 Japan,
but there is an increasing tendency towards allow111g such prac-
tices. It is evident that the family is failing to carry out the func-
tio~ of guiding the children along established customs.
Another disconcerting aspect of Japanese life is the position of
the woman. From casual observations, I believe that the Japan-
ese women are mere tools to keep the homes. Of course this is
something that would not be tolerated in Amer~can societ!.In
my office there was a Japanese who had been a lteutenant 111 the
Imperial Army working as a translator. He was a young man
of 25 and was a staunch believer that the woman's role was that
of the housemaid. When I told him that in America men occasion-
ally helped the women to wash dishes, clean the hous~, and do
some of the women's chores, he could not understand It because
he felt that it was something below his dignity to do such chores.
On one occasion I visited him at his home. In typically Japanese
fashion we sat on the floor cross-Iegged-much to my discomfort
-and ~he meal was served by the host's mother. I of course
politely attempted to wait until she was seated s~ that sh~ .too
could eat with us; however, I was prompted to eat wIthout waIt111.g.
My host began slopping his soup in a most unp,leasant and ~r­
ritating manner. In the meantime, his mother had temporarily
finished serving and had taken a seat near the table. I asked her
to join us, but she did not as it is not the custom for her to eat





































By LEE M. BROOKS 'x'
Assisted by plantation owners, the first substantial migration
of Puerto Ricans to Hawaii was on December 23, 1900. This
group and those who arrived in the next few months totalled
about 5,000. It is kno>yn that a scattered few arrived betwee~
1910 and 1916, but no large groups came until the summer
of 1921 when two lots of Puerto Rican laborers arrived, amount-
ing to 676. For both periods this immigration consisted of
adults and children, the men and women coming in almost








Aside from the arrivals in 1921 this increase is due to an
excess of births over deaths. It took place in the face of a
gradual emigration, not back to Puerto Rico, but primarily to the
West Coast. For instance, in the years 1911 to 1914 a total
6f 383 left Hawaii and in 1923 and 1924 there were 458 de-
partures.
The United States Commissioner of Labor's report speaks of
them as having left Puerto Rico at a time of widespread social
disorganization and disease resulting, among other things, from
a severe hurricane in 1899. These migrants had been carelessly
recruited and represented some people who were underfed and
had not been at steady work for a period of months. Of some
socially undesirable elements he rem~'.rks that they "were not
so much representative of the people of Peurro Rico as of famine
and misery in the abstract when they arrived in Honolulu."
Already in 1901 only 2,095 Puerto, Ricans were employed
by the plantations, fairly well distributed on the four sugar
producing islands. Their plantation employment seems never
again to have reached 2,000 workers.
Of the 9,548 now living in the Territory, 2,083 are on
*With the assistance of Bernhard 1. Hormann and the \l\far Research Laboratory
of the University of Hawaii. This article has also been read by several leading
Puerto Ricans, both men and women, whose suggestions have been incorporated.
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plantations. These include 622 men, 457 women, and 1,004
children. Three out of four of the 9,548 are in metropolitan,
Honolulu, mainly in the Kalihi-uka and Palama districts.
On the accompanying map, area No. 1 ("Hell's-half-acre"),
bordering the central business distriCt, is the most densely pop-
ulated and rather cosmopolitan as to racial groups. Area No.2
(Palama), having a large share of Puerto Rican people, is
less congested than area No.1, but it is also composed of low
income people. Area No. 3 (in Kalihi-uka» is a valley
neighborhood almost solidly Puerto Rican.. Area No. ~ (K~I­
muki) is a more recently developed busllless and reSIdential
part of Honolulu with better homes on the whole than those
in area No.2.
With little schooling behind them, lacking leadership and
organization, and leaving a greatly disorganized. homeland, it
is not surprising that they have had a hard expenence, that few
of them have risen on the occupational ladder. Less than a
half dozen have achieved any professional status. For two dec-
ades they have increasingly been leaving the plan.tation.s for
city work and wages. No adults or youths so ,far lllter,:,lewed
have indicated any desire to return either to the plantatIon or
to Puerto Rico.
The University of Hawaii has established cooperative can.;.
tacts with leaders among the Puerto Rican' people who, in the
spring of 1948, worked through committees and sub-committees
in fact-finding, fact-facing,' and programs of betterment.
From the academic standpoint ,the Puerto Ricans have been
among the least emphasized of the various ethnic types in
Hawaii. l The general awareness of this lack on the part of
sociologically minded people of the area ~as. quickened into
specific effort in the late fall of 19~7. At. thIS tlme a query ~as
received from Dr. Clarence SenlOr, DIrector of the SOClal
Science Research Center of the University of Puerto Rico. Be-
cause he was eager to know more about adjustments of Puerto
Ricans here in Hawaii he asked the pointed question: "Why
do the Puerto Ricans seem to have had such difficulty in making
their adjustments in Hawaii?,,2
lEarlier references include Romanzo Adam's Interracial Marriage in Hawaii
(N.Y.: Macmillan, 1937), ch. 14,. "S~;ne S?1all Racial. Group~':, and passim,-
Kum Pui Lai, "Fifty Aged Puerto RICans, SOCial Process In Hawal1, Vol. II p. 24.
2Cf. Clarence Senior, Puerto Rican Emigration, Rio Piedras: University of. Puerto
Rico Social Science Research Center, 1947, pp. 9-11; also Andrew W. Lmd, An
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3Thi~ statement about discrimination is firmly supported by the experience of able
leaders now the officers of civic groups, themselves Puerto Ricans of good per-
Prodded a little about their future work, two boys mentioned
"radio electrician", one each stated "vocational teacher" and
"athletic director". They would not like to see any more im-
migration of Puerto Rican labor but it would be good to have
educated migrants from Puerto Rico. Of the girls, who were
less expressive than the boys, one wanted to be a nurse.
None seemed at all sure about going very far in school,
e'specially to the university. No Puerto Ricans are known to
be in attendance at the University of Hawaii at present. They
apparently want their children to have more education than they
are having. Some of them' nodded when one remarked that
their parents don't want them to attend high school or univer-
sity.
(Boy) "Puerto Ricans are stupid. They don't know the value of
A's and B's. They want US to start earning money as soon
as we can."
The parents of these high school pupils have had little schooling
especially if they came from Puerto Rico. In this high school,
pupils of Puerto Rican ancestry do not show up well, as students,
falling disproportionately low in the scholastic rankings.
Religion seem.s to have less meaning for Honolulu's Puerto
Ricans than for those in the rural areas. These young people
are nominal Catholics; t..1>ey could name the one Puerto Rican
priest; few attend church regularly; ceremonial and denomina-
tional distinctions are vague. Referring to the Pentecostal Mis-
sion which has some Puerto Rican following:
(Boy) "That is a Christian church", and another added, "You
can't do anything if you go there; smoke, drink, or anything."
(Girl) "I went there as a child. All they did was sing."
In contrast to the foregoing, there is considerable enthusiasm
about recreation, especially big-muscle athletics. One boy in
this group was evidently a star athlete, his prowess being ack":
nowledged in glances and comments. Heroes are found in foot-
sonality and clear insight. One of these middle-aged leaders now in the forefront
of upbuilding programs among his fellows, voiced his experience when applica-
tion was made to a public service organization in Honolulu: "The employment
man was ready to accept me, evidently thinking I was Spanish, but when at the
very end he bethought himself to ask about ancestry and I honestly said, not
without pride, 'Puerto Rican', the man hesitated, then said I was one-half inch
too short. But I had already been measured and not found wanting in this detail.
If I had said, 'Spanish' I prob'lbly would have got the job. With this sort of dis-
crimination is it much wonder that many of our people don't admit they are
Puerto Rican?" ArlOther leader told of the skilled and personally suitable boss
of a group on a plantation, a Puerto Rican with twenty-two years of special skill,
"plenty of know-how" getting $95 a month. One day there appeared a Haole
(Scotsman, in this instance) with no knowledge of anything about the job, "had
to be told every little thing", but this new man was to be supervisor at $125 a month.
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"If you apply for a job and say you are Puerto Rican, you
won't get the job."
"My father has worked at the Navy Yard for years as an
(expert craftsman) but he never gets a promotion, even
though he knows his job well; it always goes to a new
fellow.3
(Girl) "It's partly our own fault. I know two sisters who worked
as maids for Haoles (Americans of European descent). They
stole dresses' and jewelry and were finally caught by the
Haole man. Naturally they don't like us."
Itmay be that the Puerto Rican has stood out particularly as
a "problem" only since he came to Oahu. We do not know.
The writer aske~ a leader of long experience in personnel prob-
lems-a man ~lth many years of contact with plantation work-
er~ on another Island-about his "problem" workers. "Koreans",
saId he. Another .well informed plant~tion observer, a Filipina,
answered for the Island of Oahu; "The Puerto Ricans". Here in
Honolul';! when the question of Puerto Ricans is posed, the
answer IS somet~ing like this: "They are impulsive, quick-
te~pered, pugnacIous, and uninhibited in expressing opinions."
ThIs characterization is recognized by Puerto Ricans themselves
w~o, however, feel that it is far less true today than formerly.
WIth reference to low income areas: two non"PuertoRican
people of professional standing and most kindly disposed to-
ward all. p~oples, when asked if there were any distinguishing
charactenstlCs about Puerto Ricans, answered: "We can pick
out the Puerto Rican child usually by his loudness and his ability
to scream and fight back violently. These people are hard to
manage. As a group the children seem to have great interest
in music and rhythmic activities, but like many of the Filipinos
and Hawaiians, they do not do well in formal music classes.
They do not s(;em to be able to stick to our regular schedules;
they seem unable or unwilling to accept supervision and sched-
uling." •
From a· preliminary group interview with a dozen high school
boys and girls with whom we established rapport seemingly with
relative ease, the following are the highlights focused through
a framework of economic, educational, religious, and recreational
interests.. (Older Puerto Ricans, 'commenting on the second
statement below, point out that in some cases the worker who
~6nsiders himself· discriminated against does not realize that
.. there may be Civil Service requirements for which he has not
qualified) :
(Boy)
ball, baseball, and boxing. "Everyone knows Frankie Fernandez, 
champion Puerto Rican boxer” . None of the girls knew how 
to swim. A ll had heard of the plans of the Puerto Rican Civic 
Association for a community building.
(Boy) "They are going to put up a gym; got the land now; but 
it is hard to get Puerto Ricans to play together.”
(Boy) "I  have to walk eleven blocks to get to the playing field 
now.”
One boy had played drums in a band; one or two were in a 
glee club. Stringed instruments are popular but none knew 
how to play the piano.
Earlier in this statement we presented a condensation of view­
points and opinions that reflect the reputation or status of the 
Puerto Ricans in the Hawaiian area. Leaders among them, con­
structively sensitive to the lowly status of their people as a 
whole, are energetically at work to improve conditions. The 
Puerto Rican Civic Association started in 1931 with 15 members. 
I t  now has over 500. Prior to 1930, as one of the leaders has 
expressed it,
our problems were keen and our civic efforts are only now bearing 
fruit. W e are accumulating a scholarship fund and one for a com­
munity building with plans and ground awaiting our goal $50,000.
W e aim to build a modern concrete structure, 60x100 feet, suitable 
for all kinds of recreational and social functions. The money comes 
slowly; none of us has much money. We Puerto Ricans are doing 
this as a community venture, not just for our own group. A Portu­
guese boy, for example, is giving one dollar a week out of his pay 
until he completes his pledge of ten dollars. We are citizens of the 
United States and of these islands. We must do our part, and do 
it better. Our young people must grow up to be better citizens.
So, I can say that since 1930 we have been pushing forward. We are 
still poor people needing better education; we have, it is true, been 
kicked around some, but we have a sense of pride that we hope will 
continue to develop so that no longer will our people avoid admitting 
that they are of Puerto Rican ancestry, as some of them now do. We 
are making progress and we are proud of that.
Those of us who have been close to the Puerto Rican people 
in recent months have no doubt of their dynamic purposes. They 
are constructively at work: the Civic Association with its goal 
of a $50,000 community center; the Independent Club with 
$35,000 in its treasury; and the Athletic Association with its 
varied program but mainly of interest to young men. Young 
people have not been very prominent in the meetings of the 
Civic Association for various reasons among which may be the 
time of meeting and perhaps the program details. Meetings are 
conducted mostly in Spanish. Some of the young people say 
"The older people think and talk too much about the past; we 
say 'let's go from here!' " However, many of the older leaders
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feel that their big job is with and for the young people today 
and tomorrow.
SUM M ARY
The following results from a 56-item schedule submitted 
to the Puerto Ricans of Honolulu in the spring of 1948 re­
present an introductory exploration— not a statistically adequate 
study— into the interests of what is probably the upper stratum 
of the Puerto Rican citizenry.4 Members of leading organizations, 
mainly the Puerto Rican Civic Association, completed schedules 
for themselves and also secured responses from a few other 
Puerto Rican families. Thus, the returns from 39 family heads, 
filled in by 34 men and 5 women, stand for a select group. It 
is certain that the peripheral low-income or more disadvantaged 
people are not covered in this exploratory study. An attempt to 
reach this group through the schools produced very little because 
of shortness of time and facilities.
The purpose of this venture is to sketch a few of the adjust­
ment problems with regard to family background, residential 
and occupational experience, housing, education, recreation, re­
ligion, organizational activities, racial interactions, and aspira­
tions. That cooperation in a more penetrating study w ill be 
possible from these Puerto Rican people is attested by 37 of the 
39 declaring their willingness to work with the University of 
Hawaii in further research.
What follows is a very much condensed statement of the 
findings. These are on file in the Research Laboratory of the 
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of Ha­
waii, where they may be consulted by anyone interested.
Total schedules: 39, including 5 from housewives one o f'
whom has her own business outside the home.
Average age: 40. Six are under age 30; seven are 50 or older.
Birthplace: Two-thirds of these adults were born in the Ter­
ritory of Hawaii. For 37, of the 39 filling  the schedule, both 
parents were Puerto Ricans.
Length of residence: Average 36.3 years in the Territory; 
23.5 years in Honolulu.
Marital status: 36 married and living with spouse; 2 di­
vorced; 1 separated.
4This inquiry had the cooperation of the University sociologists, public school 
principals and teachers, social workers, a former member of the police force, 










Occupations: Mostly skilled and semi-skilled; one-fourth of
the men are employed at Pearl Harbor; two own a business (1
man and 1 woman); two are retired or pensioned; none is un-
employed; none is in teaching, medicine, law, or other such
professions; one is a professional boxer. .
As to training or study courses connected with the job: six-
teen answer "yes"; twenty-one, "no"; and two give no answer.
Present wages: 27 receive $50 or more per week; 4 get $40
to $50 per week; 8, no answer. Of the higher income grouo
one specifies $100; another, $75; and two, $72, per week. L
Plantation experience: 29 had such experience. Of these,
one-third liked it; one-third did not like it; and the remaining
third liked it "well enough." As to treatment on the plantation.
only one states that it was "bad"; the others divide-in thirds;
- "Very good"; "Good"; and "Well enough."
Monthly pay on the plantation averaged $46.30. Twelve
men received between $20 and $39; nine, $40 to $59; five
$60 to $99; and one, at the extreme, $125 per month. Twelve
did no~ answer this question on wages. These wage rates must
be construed as operating prior to 1930, even prior to 1920.
Housing: 30 own their homes; 8 rent; 1 answer is uncertain.
The average number of rooms per house is 5.25; total number
of rooms, 200; total ocupancy, 227. With regard to physical
condition of house, 21 respond with "excellent" or "good"; 16,
"fair"; one, "poor". Overcrowding is apparently not a problem.
Children among the 227 occupants: 89 under age 18; 63
over age 18. (These 152 children cannot be used to calculate
the total number of children per family).
Education: From the extreme of 4 with no schooling to the
other ext~eme with one who has had 15 years of schooling, the
mode is "left school" at the 6th grade. The language most used
in the home is English, so indicated by 22; both English and
Spanish, 13; Spanish, 4. In self-appraisal of ability to write
either language, they feel very inadequate about writing Spanish.
None has gone to college but 27 of them want their child-
ren to have this advantage, yet in answering the question: "How
far will your older son or daughter go in schooP" only 8 in-
dicate college. One-half of the answers to this question were
"don't know" or the answer was omitted. In answering ao
query as to their concerns about children, "their education" is
second only to worry about illness and possible accident. Another
query on betterment brought out the need for more schooling,
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"especially for our children," from 12 family heads.
Religion: 34 belong to the Roman Catholic Church; 4 in~
dicate non-Catholic connections; one does not answer. Sunday
morning activities are in this order: Church (14); House or
yard work (10); Reading and resting (10); and others (5).
Sunday afternoon pursuits are mainly sport and recreation (17),
with automobiling and visiting in second place (9). Sunday
evening is "at home" with resting, reading, and radio (16);
automobiling and visiting, (9).
Recreation, sports, a1zd hobbies: Baseball is the most popular
single sport, also mentioned frequently in combination with
boxing. The Puerto Rican Athletic Association is a lively or-
ganization with leadership keenly interested in the welfare of
youth with an eye to the prevention of delinquency.
,"We need to learn how to express ourselves in social and re-
creational programs" sums up comments from 7 family heads.
Movies are attended once a week by 14; very seldom or never
by 15; once or twice a month by 9; and more than once a
week by only. one.
Dances have less appeal, 24' attending seldom or never; 8,
once or twice a month; 5, once a week; and 2 not answering.
It should be emphasized that the foregoing represents middle-
aged people, not youth for whom the distribution of activities
would doubtless be different.
Leading hobbies appear in this order: music, gardening and
flowers, swimming and boxing, fishing, sewing. Ten schedules
mention no hobbies.
Organizational activities: Being the oldest,. the Puerto Rican
Civic Association naturally reflects the devotlon of these older
citizens followed closely by the Independent Club and the
Athleti~ Association. Because some people belong actively to.
more than one ofo-anization, several answers include two or
three favored associations, with some mention of "the Lodge."
No answer as to favorite organization was submitted by 8 people.
The function and orogram of these organizations were touched
on earlier in this a~ticle. Such statements as the following seem
significant:
"We need more social, political, and religious cooperation, more
participation among ourselves and with 'all other nationalities· ...
(Summation of 43 expressions). . .
"We need to' support our communIty clubs and assoClatlOns; to be
exemplary citizens; to grasp opportunities; to organize for youth:·










Racial interactions: Responses to a dozen questions were
freely -written as indicated below.
"How are you treated in Honolulu?" Very well, 28; Fairly well, 11,
"Which races are most friendly to you?" All races or "no special,"
17. Then follow answers combining Hawaiian with various racial
groups, totalling 10. The Portuguese and others come next with
5. Another grouping with Japanese, Chinese, Filipino, and Cauca-
sian totals 5. Two ventured no opinion.
"Do you think certain races or groups of people dislike Puerto
Ricans?"
No' opinion appears '21 times with the word "none" stated 6 times
plus no answer in 4 schedules-a total of 31. The remaining 8
mention singly or in combination all the races except Part-
Hawaiian and Filipino.
"Are you sometimes mistaken for another race?"
No answer, "none," or "can't recall" account for 14, followed
by Portuguese (6); Hawaiian or Part-Hawaiian (5); Caucasian
(4); with the remaining 10 mentioning Spanish, Mexican, Negro,
Oriental, Italian, etc. _
"If people don't know that you are Puerto Rican, which do you
• prefer to be known as?" '
Puerto Rican, 37; Portuguese, 1; Spanish, 1. It is probable that
low income Puerto Ricans would be more hesitant to acknowl-
edge their ancestry in the quest for housing and for jobs, as set
forth earlier in this article.
"Which race do you prefer to see a Puerto Rican marry? State first
and second choice."
First choice: Puerto Rican, 33; Anyone, "up to individual;' 2;
Gaucasian, 2; Filipino, 1; Portuguese, 1.
Second, choice: Caucasian, 13; No answer, 10; Anyone, "up to
individual," 4; Spanish, 3; No opinion, 3; Puerto
Rican, 2; Hawaiian, 2; Portuguese, 2.
A question about what was thought of the Puerto Rican reg-
iment stationed in Hawaii during World War II receives 30
very favorable answers, with 6 stating "fairly well," "average
fellows," and "most of them very nice." "No comments" or
"did not see any," 3.
Two queries on happy and unhappy experiences on Hawaii
reveai emphases on family welfare and on the recent war.
Achieving home ownership ( 8); getting married and/or
becoming a father (5); having a job (3); "the graduation of
my son" (1) indicate a total of 16 family references that were
atnong the happiest experiences. Next in prominence was the
ending of World War II (7). For the unhappiest experiences,
deaths or sickness in the family, the effects of the depression
in loss of job and ~anger of losing the home total 19 mentions.
December 7, 1941 (attack on Pearl Harbor and/or "during
the War", combine to 12 expressions.
Interests and aspirations: In addition to what has been im-
plied or explicit in the foregoing, the following question was
presented: "What is it that causes you the most worry about
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your children?" Answers appear in this order: illness or pos-
sible accident (15); their education (7); possible delinquency
(5) ; their future (2); possibility of war and son's sacrifice (2);
that I may be unable to provide for them (1); no answer (7).
In conclusion, this small exploration has resulted in a little
further understanding of what may be considered the upper
level of Puerto Rican life in Honolulu. It is definitely not a
cross-section study. A much more penetrating and inclusive




*(These figures do not include approximately 4,580 who entered
the armed forces through reserve components.)




among fourteen additional racial groups and sub-groups found
in Hawaii, as indicated in Table 1.
The complete story of the veterans' return and their post
war readjustment in Hawaii is, of course, one that would re-
quire volumes to tell and is not yet finished. The experience
of each individual presents its own unique aspects, duplicated
in, no other single case, and yet the problems faced by all the
veterans were and are strikingly alike. Social workers and
veterans' advisors have rung all the changes on the more com-
mon problems involved in the adjustment to civilian life-the
break with service discipline and the reassertion of personal
initiative, the shock arising from inevitable changes among
relatives and friends, and -the loss of a. sense of the moral im-
peratives of civilian life. Hawaii's experience with veterans
proba~ly parallels that of continental United States in most
respects, and it can serve to test and verify some of these'
generalizations.
The body of factual material upon which this study is based
comes largely from a group of thil:ty-eight veterans who were
enrolled at the University of Hawaii in an introductory course
in sociology during the spring of 1946. All students in. the
introductory course were expected to prepare a paper of at
least 1,000 words in length describing some area of first-hand
social experience, one of which was entitled "The Veteran
Looks at Hawaii". Somewhat over half of the sixty-six veterans
in the class selected this title in preference to five other possible
, topics.
It is not to be assumed that the experience and the reactions
of the thirty-eight veteran students were necessarily represen-
tative of the great mass of Hawaii's ex-G.I.'s, much less of
American veterans in general, but there is clearly much that
they share with all their Hawaiian and American fellows. The
student veterans were almost certainly a more articulate and a
more reflective group than most of the G.!.'s from Hawaii,
and perhaps because of this fact their observations may be more
truly expressive of the common problems of postwar adjustment
which all veterans experience.
Considerable space in this article will be devoted to the state-
ments of the veterans themselves. Illustrative passages have
been selected for their representativeness, sincerity and clarity
of expression, and, in some instances, for their dramatic qualities.

































Nearly 37,000 of Hawaii's residents, chiefly men between
the ages of eighteen and thirty-five, were drawn into the armed
services of the United States during the recent war. According
to the most authentic sources, 950 of this number never re-
turned to civilian life, having been killed or having died while
in service. The number of Hawaii's servicemen who were at-
tracted to other parts of the world and who took their dis-
charges elsewhere is not definitely known, but it could not
have been more than one or two thousand. Probably a few
hundred were so enamoured with life in the service as to make
it their permanent career. At least 25,000 of Hawaii's young
men have faced the necessity during the past eight years of
adjusting themselves first to the loss of civilian status and later
to a return to ,life as a civilian. .
The complexity of the veteran problem in Hawaii is partially
suggested by the variety of ethnic groups represented. Selective
Service, which was responsible for processing over 32,000 of
the 36,777 residents of Hawaii who served in the armed forces
of the United States during World War II; recognized eighteen dif-
ferent racial categories among the inductees from the Islands.
Just half of the veterans from Hawaii were of Japanese an-
cestry but the remaining 50 per cent were widely scattered
Table 1. Number and Percentage of Inductions into the Armed
Services from Hawaii from December 10, 1940 to







































nificant and ~ommon points of view of thirty-eight Hawaiian
veterans but also to transmit something of the feeling with which
they described their experiences.
II.
, The tendency of the veteran to idealize all that he had left
behind-home, family, girl friend, the old gang, and even the
old school or shop-:-was in Hawaii, as elsewhere, a source of
considerable difficulty in the period of postwar readjustment.
The cherished memories of home which were a source of com-
fort and strength on the battle front, became an obstacle to the
successful resumption of civilian life once the veteran returned.
Although most of the troops from Hawaii had learned through
newspapers sent to them in the forward areas or through letters
obtained from friends that profound changes were taking place
at home, it was difficult to imagine how they themselves would
be. affected. To the battle-weary veterans, Hawaii seemed like
paradise indeed and the answer to all their years of longing.
It was the year 1945, seven days before Christmas, and twenty-
four hours away from the islands of Hawaii.
.I:I0me!. Tomorrow! To me home meant complete freedom from
mIlItary ~Ife. No more reveille at crack of dawn; no more jumping
to attentlOn for every bombastic lieutenant; no more digging fox-
holes and "dodging shells". Coming home to me meant a big
welcome from the people of the Islands.
I visualized the warm welcome of tomorrow with hundreds of
people on the pier waving and cheering as we entered the
harbor. :t::eople from all over the Island . . . the Royal Hawaiian
Band whlc1~ we. so .ofte? longed to hear playing familiar tunes.
Col?rful leIS g!l~tenmg In. the sunlight. This was the grand re-
ceptlOn we antiCIpated. HIgh expectations took hold of me and
I hoped that tomorrow would come soon. .
I?isillusionment, for many of the early returning veterans,
set 111 almost before they had set foot on Hawaiian soil. Their
expectations of a' royal welcome were rudely shattered by what
appeared to them as studied neglect and indifference.
Clo~et and closer we appro~ched land. We were finally nearing
the pIer, and I eagerly awaIted the reception which I thought
would be given to the returning heroes. No doubt, everybody
else ~hought .that he was a returning hero. It was only natural,
espeCIally bemg it member of the unique 442nd Infantry. The
papers had broadcast the feats of the regiment and I felt that the
peopl~ of Hawa.ii were proud of us. So, like a returning hero,
I anxlOusly awaIted the spectacular welcome I had imagined.
.~here was a lonely army band on the pier, and it struck up a
~llItary ~une as we docked. Th~re were hardly any people in
SIght. ASIde from the band, the pIer was deserted. There were no
"hund:eds of people" to greet us. Outside the pier were some
old leI vendors who looked quizzically toward the ship. "Surely
there must be a large group waiting for us somewhere," I said
to myself. "Where is the Royal Hawaiian Band? Where are the
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people to greet us?" Disheartened and perplexed, we waited in
vain. It seemed that no one was aware of our arrival. Like
foreigners we sullenly stared at the empty pier.
A small group finally did form outside the pier but they were
not allowed to enter. The army band continued to play martial
music. We wanted to mingle with the crowd that was forming
outside the pier, but the trucks were rushing inside. We were
dumbfounded with what had taken place. We were ushered into
the waiting trucks which whisked us away as soon as we arrived.
Why weren't the families ancl friends informed? Why weren't the
people allowed inside the pier? There was no welcome whatso-
ever. We were terribly disappointed.
Fortunately, experiences of this sort were not common to all
the veterans, and homecoming was usually an occasion of
mingled pleasure and disillusionment. Some had prepared
themselves for an indifferent reception at home and their dis-
appointment was probably also less acute.
Dissatisfaction with the hometown was probably no more
common among the veterans in Hawaii than elsewhere in con-
tinental United States. Island veterans had been impressed by
the sights of San Francisco, Chicago, New York, Paris; Rome,
and all the other strange and interesting places they had seen.
By contrast, Honolulu, Hila, Lihue or Wailuku were bound to
seem tawdry and dull. In this respect, the Islanders share the
restlessness of the veterans of World War I of whom it was
sung, "How yo.' going to keep 'em down on the farm after
they've seen Paree?"
The more thoughtful and philosophical might express their
disappointment in restrained phrases such as the. following:
I was somewhat disappointed in coming back to Honolulu and
finding it not so much the paradise we had wishfully dreamed
it to be. It had its share of dirty streets, slums, loose women,
black marketeers and hoodlums. The recent police scandal evi-
denced corruptness in elements of the city government, long sus-
pected. All in all, Honolulu didn't present a pretty picture. I
have seen towns that Honolulu, for all its fame, does not measure
up to. What beauty there is is scenic. Slums, hoodlums, and the
like, I suppose every city will always have, but such things as
filth shedd not be tolerated. The wartime strain is mostly gone
and the W8r is no longer a legitimate excuse. What is needed
is greater agitation from the general public.
Others were more vocal in their expressions of dismay at the
changed conditions which they found.
To me, the greatest disappointment was the ugliness and un-
tidiness of the whole city. \X!hat was once a clean and beautiful
city of Honolulu was now nothing but filth and ugliness. I began
dreaming about the beautiful and dean cities and villages of
Switzerland and France and even in parts of Italy. Here the ps.rks
-everywherE' were unkempt and neglected. The grass was dried
and needed mowing. Benches were either gone or were broken.
Life in the Islands is normally conducive to a certain sense
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of isolation, but this was accentuated for the veterans returning
to Hawaii after extended travel throughout the world. Re-
ferences to "feeling cramped" and concern .because "there is
no place to go" were frequent enough to indicate the existence
of a common source of irritation. For some, the shock of re-
adjustment to civilian life was so acute that everything associated
with Island life became distasteful and the veteran was obsessed
with the idea of escape from the Territory. Fortunately, such
extreme cases of maladjustment were relatively infrequent.1
Whatever the limitations of life in the service may have been,
there were also unquestioned advantages of which the veteran
became acutely conscious once he was faced with their loss in
civilian life. The high sense of group morale, particularly in
such units as the lOath Infantry Battalion and in the 442nd,
and the pleasant comra,deship of the service units were in strik-
ing and painful contrast to the secularism of civilian life.
The rigors and dangers of combat effected an intense "puddling"
process, integrating combat-men on a higher spiritual plane not
unlike that of ideal Christian brotherhood. It is hardly to be ex-
pected that such a high degree of unselfish devotion and concern
for others' welfare could be perpetuated without the attendant
circumstances. But the experience remains vividly in one's memory,
and the shock that comes from meeting the indifferent and se-
cularistic attitudes at home, produces nostalgia for the "once-was"
and a feeling that he has been betrayed at home.
A deep sense of attachment and comradeship grew up-a com-
mon understanding among all who have "gone through the mill."
There is no reason, however, to bemoan "a cluster of veterans"
today; they will, in time, .integrate into the whole.
III.
Veterans in Hawaii found it particularly difficult to reconcile
themselves to the changes which they discovered in their rela..;
tions to Island girls. Rarely conscious of the profound psycho-
logical changes which had occurred in themselves during the
war, the common tendency amo:'.1g the veterans ,vas to focus
attention chiefly upon the moral losses experienced by the
local girls. The sight of their former classmates and neighbor-
hood girl-friends dating with haole servicemen was extremely
galling to many of the Island veterans, even though they had
sought the favors of the native girls in Italy, Continental Dnie
ted States, or the Islands of the Pacific.
IThe Bureau of. Mental Hygiene reported 2, surprisingly low proportion of
Island veterans among their patients during the two years just after the dose
of the war. .
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For a veteran who craves recogl1ltlOn especially from the] Japan-
. 1 't is l'ke being left out in the cold when a apanbese
ese glr s, 1 " • • th My feeling is est
girl and a Haole soldier are seen toge er. 1 . h I find
expressed to this effect whenever I ~~e ~he~s t~~:t :~. intimate
:~~e1~hesat~~lew:~l~di~re? ~~~te~~~~t sh":iJti~ate wit~ ~b lo~
b~) s;; Doesn't she know that she is tak~n for a nde yfi ;; Why can't she be patient and walt for the Japanese boys
so ler. c.. in the front? Has she forgotten us
who are busy nghtmg up 1 ;; M had died but others will
because we were away" too :onf' .an~n herse1r' with the Haole
be eventually home. Why IS S.1e enJ.~r g d d 't I Who
,. . h t " oed for our sacr1l1Ces? Go amn 1 .
solC1ler wlL ou ,ega; 'k" '2 I'd like to spit everyone
givps a damn for these amlKazes , . I f 1 b'tt
f
~. .' t' e e',e" Fronl one point of Vlew, ee my 1 er-o tl1em m <1 J' •
ness is ustified. <
One day I asked one of these "kami~azes""why she is so
'ntimate with the Haole soldiers. She rephed: Oh, ~h? ar~hso
~ice _. They have good manners and they speak so l1lce y. ey
~are ~ot like the local boys who whistle at you and make indecent
remarks,"
The college veteran was frequently somewhat m~re ~nder-
d ' f .the plight of the local girls although it did notstan mg 0.. .'
necessarily increase his sympathy for them.
He watched the people as they went. busily about t ei:! J;lUtnesJ'
A ';"hite serviceman and an dOr!~kntal-:rrl"pas~~~ ~~calaboy~nta;:ed
Hp had leorned a new wor, aml aze . . . It




lce;ned·the" f nny Joke no more e un ers 00
struck him as Demg a u +' - f . home After all
P
lip"ht of servicemen who were ,ar away ro~. ' . h'
-0 ' . . , d they wanted femmme compal1lons Ip
they were only l1uman, an., - b k h He had undergone the
J
'ust as much as any other guy ac ome. d G y Well let
. . 'f' Italy France an erman.. ,
same situatlOn 111 i. nca, • '1 It' none 0 fhis· business
h . 1 f nd out fo rthemse ves. was l'kt e gH S, 1 1 ng os his sisters didn't go running around 1 e
anyway, Just as _0, a.
mad with the Haoles.
tl . gH about the perfidy of the girl he had loved.The veteran ,ou , , . d h d b ngaged
1 d d
o • d d not to wait for hUD, an a ecome e
She 1a ~C1 e . go when her letter
t . a 4-F about a year agO. Yes, It was a year a H ld
a . . 1 snowbound forests of France. e wau
had reached h~ 1% t1eH " platoon had suffered heavy casualities
never forrt tat t,a?:. d b~en killed. The Lieutenant had beer: a
anddthe 1 lelflt~n,an. Hae 110d read the letter in a daze, debat1l1g
o pa 0 1115 • " fl" B tgo, t~ believe the contents of the fate u mlSS1Ve. u
whether or ~o~_ t r,e had forced him to forget about the letter
the urge~t eS.l,e 01~ t~e business at hand. One had to be wi~e
and co:,~entla'~f 1 anted to tell his grandchildren all about It.
awake In war J- Ie w~
------,,-:- '. " kan-ikuzu" and "bakaobomb" were widely used
2The terms . kaJmlkl~e f" I . L nd' the postwar period to express contempt
d · the latp stages a t Ie war a AI' dunng -'.' f " dly with the hao!e servicemen. s exp a111e
for the local gu:ls who were !len
by one veteran: h ... ,,' 1 'n
Thp "kamib.ze" girls 8.re synonymous with t. ~ v1ct.ory glr.s 1.
M• . 1 d tl e local term being more perl1lClO
US, 111 that, 1~ IS
the am an, 1 ..- d 1 ny a fight
... d verb,,!lv to the unfortumlte vlctlm, an lere ma
a~p:le t 'rhe' "bmikuzu" girls (ktlzl-I literally means left· °bve.r)f
Onglltlha es. ;l~o c;e· left behind or holding the bag, after a ne
are ose c. l.' 11" b mb"affair. "Baka-bomb" means ltera y crazy- 0 '
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It is also true, however, that the pleasure of homecoming
palled rather quickly upon the veteran as the inevitable changes
became more apparent both to himself and to his family. The
over-solicitude of parents who could not realize that' their
adolescent son had grown up was mentioned as a source of
irritation. Even the elaborate parties which the Oriental parents
especially insisted upon arranging for their veteran sons proved
a bore. Few of the ex-G.I.'s seemed to be very sensitive to the
inevitable adjustments that were demanded of the other mem-
bers of their families. "
The happiest of all upon the return of the servicemen were
their families, The boys were treated with love and luxuries were
literally showered on them. The younger members of the family
had grown up quite a lot and had changed somewhat during the
past three years. I personally felt it because there was a strange
barrier bet'Neen my younger brother' and me, To him I must have
been a new element in the house and the need of getting re-
acquainted was obvious. The first few months, I had to work
hard to break thz.t strange feeling that was between us:
aOnly six of the thirty-eight veterans even ,mentioned their own family aLthough
twenty-seven refer specifically to the local girls' and their relations with them.
side of his mind, so to speak, he thinks of local wahines in the
most lowly terms, V/hen a veteran refers to a girl as a "kami-
kaze" it just proves his own moral inconsistency. He thinks
all servicemen are of loose and selfish morals, because he was that
way himself. In short, as far as morals are concerned, the veteran
has returned mentally diseased.
The changed conditions within the family group and the
veteran's new perspective upon his family posed a similar prob~
lem of adjustment.3 Usually, however, the veteran was im-
mediately aware of fewer changes in his family than among
other people and groups in the community. The reunion with
the family was usually mentioned as a bright spot in the ex-
perience of coming home.
My visit to Kauai was the most enjoyable one. In four long
years I have but spent thirty-six hours with my mother and father,
and my return home in January was like a dream to my parents
and they were ve~y happy. Just to see their faces gleam with
radiance of happiness told of their love for their child.
My mother and father haven't changed much except that their
hair is turning gray, and that Mother has been attending the
Episcopalian Church (the church lance attended during my long
years on Kauai) and that she can sing a few hymns. She can
also address an envelope, for she has had a little night school
in English.
And what really surprised me was that both of them were
very broad-minded about family affairs, I could "chip in my five
cents worth" whenever I felt like saying anything without of-
fending them. I could reason things with them. They were more
loving than ever, and I was only, happy that I had returned to
Hawaii for a visit to see them. .
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He ' decided now that he reall h d '
must, have been just his vaniti th~tn;aJob~d the girl after all. It
wasn t m\lch of a girl. Good I k" 'b ~en hurt. After all, she
wouldn't have made him a ~~dng, ut that was. about all. She
ready to get married H g Wife, and besides he wasn't
there was his education- te wth~s ktoob young to be tied down ando m a out. '
The process of becoming reac uai d .
was actually far less dl'ff' 1 h q nte wIth the local girls
h
ICU t t an many of tl .
t ought it would be. Durin 0' th le veterans fIrst
period the chasm betwe b h e early months of the postwar
friends seemed deep anden ;~ e v~eran and his former girl
gap appeared only to widenwi~.e, an the efforts to breech the
Upon my return I found that man . I
as a galavanting casanova who fr y !?Ir s looked u~on a veteran
was supposedly a person who d tOT ~I~ many expenences abroad
poses. Former friends were f ,a e
dl
glrlS solely for immoral pur-
about going out. As the memb:::nof Ym enough but rather hesitant
to each other, this feeling disa earel play-group ~ot accustomed
the we group tended to act c fJ1 t ' But any girl aside from
to be friendly. The returnee eO y, o. 8ny attempt of the veteran




enencmg such reaction on several
h I a wa around h' If Th
ow anew with such remarks as "01 Imse; us the girls
snooty. They don't want to take local
l
, ~he vete~,ans are awfully
more of the male population return girls out. As more and
of the world, this attitudo h h tOd Hon~lulu from all parts~ as c ange considerably
Actually, as one veteran sugO'ested t;m '.
for resolving the problem II 'ld' e v:as the. chIef requisite
himself to the changed"~ers e CO~l tot m~med~ately accustom
friends. ons le ound In hIS pre-war girl
As suggested earlier, the veteran's bl' .
was frequently one of rec '1' h pro ,em of readjustment
himse~f acquired during t~~C1~~~ t .ehchanged conc~ption of
pectatlons which the c .. Wltl the conventIOnal ex-
ommunlty Imposed upon h' Th
eran .sometimes attempted to resolve the moral lm" e vet-
:;r:~~~..:""ting his sense of guilt upon the haor:o~li.':tt~~~
While he was overseas his mind fell l'
founded stories of local w' h' ". f p ey to the usually un-
I
' ames gomg or broke" I II f .
to, t le veteran it must be me t' d . n a alrness
susceptibility. It is not difficu~/~~eimtl::.t he had r~ason. for such
thousands of miles away the II b·tome foneself m hiS place--
end; !he natural tendenc~to ;~p~at{ ~ty a the min~ and in the
G.l. 'IS cautious in his social rei t' 1 ,,:wrst, On hiS return the
, his carefree attitude that had a wnst whl.th the opposite sex, and
I d
. once se 1m apart fro tl .
an er IS conspicuously missing Th . I.' b' m le malll-
and the local girl 'is very si~'I" et Ie ~tlOn etween the veteran
in the first round when both pa~i~~ t ~ tt a: ?f htwo prize-fighters
The relation is not strained but th ry 0 ;e ! e other party out.
the G.l. is so evident that awkw' de ,Pussy ootmg on the par,t of
,vn h' ar situatIOns pop 0 t f I
w Den t e questIOn of moralit . b h u requent y.
thinking of his own sexual d y ~s roug t up, the veteran avoids



















In general, the veterans were extremely conscious of m-
,creased barriers between themselves and their former friends
who had remained behind. The accounts of attempts to re-
establish friendly associations with their former neighborhood
cronies were almost all charged with a deep feeling of frustra-
tion and of personal loss. There was frequently a suggestion of
personal betrayal and disloyalty, especially in the statements
by the veterans who had been motivated by highly patriotic
sentiments in their war service. They vvereprone to suspect
their home-guard friends of baser sentiments even though thev
knew there were worthy reasons for remaining at home.
Since my return I have strayed away from myoid associates.
Primarily the reason for this, is that Vie are apart and doing dif-
ferent things. But underneath that I find somehow we have
lost something and I make no attempt to cement the widening
breach because I have the idea that we having nothing in common
whereas I do have something of interest with my fellow GJ.s
There is a tendency at present for GJ.s to stick together. Other
veterans have commented on this problem. The usual comments
that oh, we having nothing in common nowadays; my lingo
differs; he can't follow the drift of it, etc. Moreover in the space
of close to three years the things like common pleasures bI'eak
apart and that which held you together seems forgotten and the
desire to recapture the old bonds lessens with each passing day.
I know a case of a friend who after serving his country faithfully
became disgusted with his former friends. He confided that they
were more interested in material goods, and that they were dis-
appointed in seeing the war over so soon. They weren't interested
in his welIare; nor were they glad to see him back. They told
him plainly in his face that he was a sucker. He should have
stayed at home and made his pile. They talked only about making
more money and their discussion pertained to money matters most
of the time. This .is true in many cases.
It is not apparent that the wartime experience had increased
the racial tolerance of the veteran, Judging by the observations
in the student papers, it would appear that contact with other
racial groups, both in the service and olltside. had the effect of
increasing rather than diminishing racial feeling on the part of
Hawaii'sG.I.s. In many instances, the circumstances attending
the new racial contacts were not conducive to the growth of
fellow feeling, and in other instances the men from Hawaii
simply took over the prevailing racial prejudices toward such
groups as the Negroes and Mex!c:2.ns.
The veteran returns keenlv race conscious. .And 'he even enjoys
his· newly acquired power of differentiating between races. Often-
times this goes .85 far as simple prejudice. In some. cases the
veteran returns with a chip on the shoulder and is ready to yell
"Discrimination!" the minute it is touched. Take my Portuguese
friend, for instance. In the year he spent on an isolated army
installation, he did an unusual amount of thinking. V/hen I met





tell me of the "Chinese Jews." 'When I told ~im of knowing
cases where the Nisei and the Portuguese were trymg to get ahe.ad
in the world, too, he made the moronic state.ment thatthe.1l1-
tentions were different. The Chinese, he c1al1ued, were try111g
t.o get control of the territory. .
The veteran's attitude toward the haole has chan$ed conSIderably.
Before he left Hawaii all haoles to him were demlgods who d:ess-
ed in starched collars, are only classy stuff, b.athed every mght,
and spoke only God's language. But after see111g s?me scum of
the white race on the mainland, the 1l1stmct. of 100k111g up at ~he
haole disappe:lred. The veteran is even surpnsed that he can th111k
of himself as being just as good as If not better t~an t~e haole.
Reveling in the muck of that thought" ~he veteran 5 attltude to-
ward the haole is oftentlmes crude and cmldlsh.
The veteran's attitude toward the Negro has gone t~e. sarr:te
way. On the mainland the G.I .. saw. the colored race. hV111g 111
filth, poverty and squalor. For thls eXlstence the ~eg1'O IS. not res-
'ble hut =-'e"l;tably the veteran connects the Negro wlth thoseponSl ,IJ lH v' ~ ~ 1'" f . .
·conditions and the accompanying thougnt IS that of the ,111 enor~ty
of the race. ContClcts with scummy race-balters fro~ the Sou~h .111-
f1uenced the birth of the new attitude. The veteran 5 conceptlOn of
the Jew (that of the hook-nosed miser) sprang also from personal
contacts with the wrong kind of company.
On the other hand, many of the Islanders resented deeply the
treatment accorded the Negro and the other minority. gr~ups,
but the net -was to intensify the feeling toward the whIte race
baiters".
For the average person born ~nd ~aise~ in' H~waii, th: !dea. of
race segregation never appears 111 hIS mmd. When Wilhe fIrst
saw the sign "'-'Vhites" a~"d "Colored" w'hen his train stopped. fo.r
refueling in Granada, :Mississippi, he could not grasp t?e Slgl1l-
ficance of the signs. Yes, he read ahout the south an~. ItS .Iynch-
ings and its treatment of the colored people, ~;l~ to ,11m It was
only story material. It wasn't long after WHhe had set foot
iil the "Deep Soath" that he heard ail echo from f.ar away Wash-
ington by a Re,Jresentative of the state, named Rankm. ThIS rabble
rouser had the -gall to propose that ~h: 442nd Combat. Team, even
before its formal activation and' tral1ung, be turned mto a labor
battalion. '~illie could weli imagin: then the typ~ ~f peol?le who
were responsihle for .sending Ran~:n to the nat;~ns caplt~l.
It was with enthuslaS!!l 8.nd eXClrement that 'J!l1lhe. expenenced
his first pass to the town of Hattiesb:rrg, populatl.on 28,?O~.
He ""as met 'with cold stares by the people.. 1 hel~ attltude dld,,: t
exhibit any of the so cailed "sout~lern ho~plta.hty .. However, m
time, the people got adjusted to seel1:g G.I: S WIth Onental features
walking down the;" str"eets, eatmg ltl th.ell· restaurants and shop-
ping in their stores. Many a waitress and others found th~,t these
boys were ":;II right" with ther happy-go-lucky and go-for-
broke" soirit.
The al:thorities should have given on the outset, an or~e?tation
course all. the race relationship of the south a~d the SenSltlvene~,s
of the "hites in regad to the so called Colore;! problem .
Willie's compan;- commander was· from North Carohna ~?d was
therefore of the assumption that the boys from .Hawall knew
8bout the pf8ctices and customs of the south. ThIS would have
;aved \Y7illie ancl the rest of the boys many an. unpleasant
and embarrassing situation. 'JVillie never had the Idea b:fore
that the last seats on public conveyances were reserved excluslvely
(67),
IV.
The Islanders were also impressed by the camaraderie extending
across racial lines which developed among the servicemen
actually engaged in fighting.
"Money-madness" was one of the more common ailments
in the home community of which the returning veteran bitterly
complained. The charge that the people at home were lining
their pockets with gold while he was giving his life for his
country frequently appeared in the comments of the veteran
and served as a convenient expression for many of his own
inner and unsuspected tensions. Certainly, there was much in
the Island community to justify the charge but the frequency
and vehemence with which it was used by the veterans sug-
gested that personal and group maladjustments were somewhat
responsible for their protests.
When I got home, I was all confused and still am confused.
We saw the wreck and ruin of Italy and France and not enough
people at home were aware of the fact that it could just as well
happen to us here in Hawaii. People are, money mad. Everybody
(69)
is out chasing after the almighty dollar. It wasn't what kind of
a citizen you were but how much money you had that deter-
mined your influence and position in the community.
Men and women were making more money than they had ever
seen before in their lives. The war had brought on a false boom
especially in Honolulu where construction and defense work wa~
heaviest. Honolulu had become the "greener pastures" creating an
exodus of laborers from the outer islands. This quest for more
money, subordinating everything else to it was a source of ir-
ritation and anger to some of my fellow' soldiers who had re-
turned with me. The war was still going on in its full furv and
t.hey co~ld .not be reconciled with the fact that, with men ~~ffer­
~ng and dymg, people here were not giving the war the importance
It deserved. Of course, the meagerness C)f our Army pay aided in
creating this feeling.
The natural barriers which developed between the veteran
and his civilian friends during several years of absence were
further magnified by the impression among the veterans that
they were "taken for suckers" by the money-minded homeguard.
On my return to' Hawaii, I have noticed that conversation in-
variably led to talk on "how much so-and-so- made", or "so-and-
so sure scooped a lot of dough during the war", etc. It seemed
everybody was money-mad, all except the returned serviceman.
A good friend of mine was one of those "gold-miners" who struck
"gold" as a defense worker. He continually told me of the easy
money he had made: I don't know whether he was boasting, or
whether. he was tellmg me in an indirect manner, "You sucker!
Why dId you v?lunteer?" I ;10 know that our friendship drifted
apart. Perhaps, ,If I had rem'amed .at home, I would have jumped
at the opportunIty myself, but I faded to see the other side of the
pi.cture.. Instead, resentment got the best of me, and with it our
fnendshlp.. ~fany of my fellow "vets" have commented similarly.
I guess thIS IS JEst Jealousy on the part of the veteran after finding
out that the homefolk have reaped all the profits while he was
away.
Many of the veterans were far less restrained in their comments
and expressed deep disgust for their former friends who were
concerned only in "making their pile."
The group of veterans enrolled at the University, on the
other hand, were not greatly disturbed about their own prob-
lems of eco::1omic readjustment, or at least they did not write
extensively about them. In 1946, labor in Hawaii was still
at a premium and acceptable jobs were relatively easy to find.
The veteran in Hawaii is better off, comparatively, then in most
pl.aces ele~where in the continental United States. Here jobs are
still plentIfUl and he has no gre:lt worry in th:lt :lsoect of his'
future. I have read of veterans in the States whose sufferings have
no comparable incidents here, They have had to rush for jobs
that 1 they would ordi~arily have sneered at, jobs that pay
poor,y and promIse no chance whatsoever for advancement. I have
not yet met a veteran here who is deeply disappointed with his
present st:ltus. However, this is not necessarily bemuse the
people here are especially interested in the welfare of the veteran.
(68)
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ior the colored people. Willie found it to his convenience and
comfort on the Honolulu buses to ride in the rear because few
"wahines" ventured that far back. Willie, finding himself with
a weekend pass, boarded a Greyhound bus bound for New Or-
leans. Probably' by habit he went and took the seat in the rear.
When the bus driver yelled back at him, "Say soldier, you can't
sit there" Willie couldn't understand and' retorted "Whatsa
matter, I paid for the seats." Of course, Willie didn't know at
that time that he had violated one of the unwritten laws of the
south. Willie deeply resented this gross unfairness for after
coming from such a homogeneous cosmopolitan community, never
had he experienced such open prejudice and race discrimination
Kailua, Willie's friend, also had an experience which is worth
relating. Kailua had a date and was on his way to the theater.
A colored G.!. approached them to ask for a light. Kailua ob-
ligingly lit a match for the soldier. After the colored was on
his way, Kailua's date was simply furious with him. Kailua
wondered what he had done that brought her wrath on him. It
was only after he had taken her home and she had told her dad
about the incident that he "caught on". Her father gave him a
tongue lashing that made him shake in his breeches. Kailua
apologized for his ignorance saying that in Hawaii, there isn't
anything like that. Her father had this to say, "The colored
man is not to be treated as a white man's equal; while walking
on the sidewalk, push him into the gutters and never stop to talk
with a negro unless it's business." Kailua was "burnt up" but
restrained from exhibiting or saying anything contrary for he
realized that this was a critical problem to the whites in the south.
The south, with its race consciousness, accepted Willie into upper
class status. Willie was classified as a white which, to Willie,
sounded strange because, during all his life in Hawaii, he was
















Hawaii has not suffered like other boom towns from the end of
the' war. It is still a vita! point' for Army and Navy activities
and although there has been a considerable letdown in business,
this is true mostly of those establishments which catered es-
pecially to the "soldier trade." The want ads in the papers still
carry. many "help wanted" ads,
The problem of living within one's mcome and of "making
ends meet" was more acute than in the Services where most
of their material needs were provided fOL Relatively few of the
college veterans had yet seriously faced the necessity of making
a living after their discharge, and the problem of competing
for preferred jobs was still a bit remote. Racial discrimination
in the economic and occupational realms 'was referred to only
as a factor in the total social scene in Hawaii but not as a
matter of particular personal concern. Several of the veterans
had been employed prior to the war and could b.ave returned
to their jobs but preferred to utilize their G.!. educational priv-
ileges rather than to accept their earlier positions.
The difficulties of adjustment to campus life were mentioned
by virtually all of the student veterans. Actually the veteran
made a surprisingly quick and effective transition to student
status~ At the University of Hawaii, as in most Mainland in-
stitutions, the veterans have comrnonly surpassed the non-
veterans in scholarship. During the first semester of 1947-48,
for example, 60.6 per cent of 1104 veterans attending the
University of Hawaii had a grade-point ratio 8_bove the average
obtained by the entire student body, The greater maturity and
seriousness of purpose among the veterans has dearly affected
their academic success. Among the obstacles \'lhich they had
to overcome were the lack of adequate study habits and im-
patience with the pedantic methods of the classroom such as
the emphasis upon grades and the acquiring of information
rather than understanding and a general aunlessness.
The greatest problem in adjustment "",'s my groping uncertainty
as to what I wanted to do. Deciding upon continuation of my edu-
cation at thi~ university, I enrolled for the second semester.
Somehow, I felt restless and unable to cope with the younger
students. Everything seemed irreleva.nt. In combat it W8.S a cr,:e1
brutal struggle of "kill or be killed." In combat I ViaS happler
jf I did not think of what would happen on the morrow. I lived
for the present; I lived on borrovred time. This fatalistic mode
of loose existence became a part of me. I just couldn't picture
myself sitting in the classroom learning e1ementary music. The
only music I understood was the rapid rattling of machine guns
and the loud explosion of shells. It seemed foolish to sit in a
psychology class and listen to " iecture on tbe behavior of a six
months old child.. I could not understand the serious attitude of
. (0)
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students whose sole interest was in making an "A" in an exam-
ination. I was embittered by the naive attitude of students who
were unconcerned about what was going on in the outside world.
For the first few weeks I was frustrated and disgusted with myself.
However, as time went by I subjected myself to the routines of
school, and I realized that it is I who had to adjust my ways to
that of the students and the civilians.
The difficulties encountered were largely social, involving
the association with the non-veteran students inside and outside
the classroom.
The vet returns to school to find not the familiar faces he ex-
pected, but rather strangers wbo walk past with nalY a smile.
His former classmates are either seniors or graduates. With mixed
feelings, he realizes that he has been left far behind, that he too
could have been a graduate instead of a mere frosh. Envious?
Maybe, but resigned to his lot.
The first few weeks are pretty rough going, The old dome
"ain't what she used to be" and it needs a lot of oiling up.
The books seem dry and inanimate. The ideas don't seem to knit
together into something coherent. It's witb a sense of hopeless
frustration that the vet tries to apply himself, but with a little
time everything falls into place and studying becomes a matter of
routine, In the meantime, the strangers of the first days are fast
becoming friends. He finds that behind the masklike faces are
hearts that beat and thoughts that are friendly and not too critical.
Life perks up and school becomes intetesting.
When the vets first invaded the campus in bulk in February
1946, there was a certain reserve and tension between the returning
GIs and regularly enrolled students. The vets kept to themselves
everywhere on the campus-outside the Social Science building,
in front of Hemmenway Hall. These groups of frustrated males
"eyed" the girls, eagerly waiting for an opportunity to strike up
a conversation and an acquaintance. Comments have been heard
to the effect that the vets were rude, that they just stared and
stared and seemed to be mentally undressing the girls with their
eyes, rnaking the girls self-conscious and uncomfortable. The boys
were probably unknowingly rude, but they acted so only because
they felt themselves to be strangers, at least for a time.
It has also been said that the vets have a bad "rep" with the
girls on the campus. I won't say that the boys were angels while
in the States or overseas, but it isn't fair for the girls to draw a
conclusion that is so general.
With the increase in the opportunities for contact with the stu-
dent body through the media of classes, socials, and informal
"bull sessions" under the trees, the:;e tensions began to break
down. Exam week opened the way to many new acquaintances.
Everybody was striving for the same goals and a certain "esprit
de corps" amongst the students was aroused and the vet slipped
nicely into the student group. The students on the other hand com-
prised ,one big we-group as against the instructors as the outgroup.
Incidentally, the vets have been accused of being D.A.R.s (Damned
Average Raisers). True or not, there seems to be this strong
undercurrent of competition for grades.
\'\:rith tbe passing of the months the vet becomes adjusted to the
routine. He has made the necessary accommodations and life goes
on smoothly except for minor disruptions. Thus we see the vet





Cons:dering the change of society and my restlessness, adiust-
,nent to society seerned obviously difficult. However, being in
continri.ous associ:=:.tl0n \\lith the "fanlily and friends, I felt that I
was gradually COEldi-t.iC.l1ed to the civilian ~vays of living. Realizing
that DJY- civilian fricl.1c1s 'Viete fas: ahead in the civilan competitive
system, I oriented myself to the ways of looking out for myself.
. . . Taking advantage of the educational benefits, I returned to
school which I considefed the best place to get back to society.
:Generally' spe~1king a rnajority of the veterans have COine home
bittel', cynical and ::l'C ti.tnes intolerant tov/ard the civilian. But as
ti:!.Yle goes 011 th<:se 1113.D.ifestations d.~sappear as the veterans find
cut that they must strike oat on thei~ own. The world does not owe
us 2. living; it is up to uS to rnake the \vodd a better one and
to hald our hardship ag'linst no one and to regard it as experience
that few can share.
W-hile I W2.S away from home soldiering, only hcped that the
stat:'lS of the j\~JA in J-Ia'Y\raii wouJd in1prove (n1Y greatest concern
when I was in the service), and I have found that it has some-
what improved, :me I feel that my volunteering for the army
c_nd long service has not been all in 'vain. A.nd thus, I feel no one
OYVes lTI,e anything; that I ewe lnuch to .my parents for bringing
me up in this "melting pot", and to the racial population for
treating !11y aEen patents fairly during their inany years in f:Iawaii
giving them and their children the opportunity of making a
livelihood, and to the s12gar plantation, for it gave my parents
the enjoyment of life they both Cal1'.e to seek in Hawaii.
Difficulties of 8,djusuJ.:u::nt to civilian life were encountered
to some degree by all of the str,den, veterans. There was al-
d·· . 1 , - , • f""lays sorne ~screpancy oet'Neen tne veterans expectat10ns 0
dviEan life and what they actually encountered. In some cases
overly idealiL,ed the home community and all their
relations to It. In others, they were unprepared for the changes
had since they entered the service. The general
areas of I1J(,Iltloneet in t11]3 }}aper·-to farrtily, friends,
occupation, COHUIHlnity, and to self society--are fundament-
8Jly the S2:Tle for all "leterailS, bm the problems vary in intensity
frorn one individual tn next. Signs of confusion, restless-
ness, of bitte(ness bur de! ;ag on personal disorganization
appe~,red 2cn10Eg SO~Tle the student veterans but most of the
evidence from the 38 papers reflects a fairly satisfactory ad-
justment.
A small l'ninctity of the veterans professed a parade-ground
optimIsm that "the future looks bright the veteran quite
cettainlywiH find 5. place for hlrnself. If he should fail,
the rests entirely with himself." Such expressions, al-
though perh.aps en6rely Slf1.Cele, were de<idy not representtative






of the data aJrcoady presented
the
War was ,bitter aad hard for me. I had to fight 2.nc suffer
and see the horrors of \var and I had given evetything. \~rith these
tbought~ in mi~d~ it "was no vI/onder that I adopted such 2, b.~tter
attitude .\vhen I first returned to find ch(~n5!,es so unexpected and
disappoin~ing. A t this tir.ne, ;-light rega"tcf 111e 2S a
social problc;-n.. I indulged in d!"inking so that fny
frienqs. regaCrdcd rr::e ,;vitb disgust. .h:;'T2S eager to "pick ;::t sctap"
'with those >;;rho did not at!preci2,t,: 0\11.' sacrifices. 1 elared the
I-Iaoles to call rne a ·;J~tp." .I. I hated lTty frierlds who taIb~d about
the W2.r and thought fighting was a gloroius thing like one sees on
tbe pars.de fironnc1.s. 1"/y frien.cis "\v,:""re ~tFr2id <:1D_d- could not .under-
stand lny sudden flare of anger whenever somebody asked m.e
to relate about the 6me I h2d .in Europe. For e-<:fery se2.i:ence I
said, there \VD..'l '-;OlTIC pfofanity so that _fYi~r frieflds regarded rne
as an irrl1T10ral person. And yet, in the presence of other veterans,
I ·possesed no such conflicting attitude, but in~tead that feeling
of comradeship. Somehow we urrderstood each other's feeling and
trusted each other.
social life.' The'traditional informal, friendly ?Jmosphere of the
school' shields the vet 'and cushions him in this difficult, period
of readjustment.
The' presence on the campus a conc,idc<J:able
his buddies hell..,ed considerably to ease
could talk his language and' understand his c::mHicts.
What sort of an outlook on life was the veteraD from Ih·wa..ii
left with at the close of the war? \;(7ere' the
disillusioned or hopeful and ideaEstic? Did they
ground for radical or reactionary fDOVemCllts?
for most of these questions the material 111 i:he essays was
either incomplete or' too sketdty.
The general temper and trend
provide some insight on these
comments on crucial issues
titudes toward local girls or
. 1 " r , . f' , 1certam y: not tnose or unqu8)l:UCO approva,
there unrestrained condemnation. There was usually a
nition of- extenllating circllrn.stances] or aD. expr*.:;sS1.0H
for improvement.
The more philosophical observ8.tioES 11'1 the ess8.ys reveal a
similar contrast vllthin the S2,ine indi'iTiclual of s2,tlsfactioD and
dis~tppointment, of hope an.d disiUiJsionment, of acceptance and
of rejec'tion of what Havvaii had to offer. SO!':I':: of the com-
ments express a dee}? bittctness retga.rding tb.e soc12J
scene and the veterail's role. '\vlthi" it, but
- 1 ·'c . ,tuere are qualuymg remarKS.
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